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.."'Ruri for your. very Uvea!'' 'roared . . P'oreman enson,- leading the mad 1ght. Crash! - DoWn. came
the walls, sending up .a volcano or dame and sti1ling fumes. "I won't desert a helpless
comrade!" gritted Tip KarstoJi. The Aery avalanche ca.ught them both.
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THE LI FE=SAVERS . OF FREEHOLD
By R.OBER.T LENNOX

, CHAPTER I.
WHEN THE MEN WENT A.WA.Y.

"It'll be kinder tough, Mr. Mayor, if we can't go away,"
pleaded big, brawny Joe Lantry.
He was fOll'eman of Drench No. 1, which company comprised a hand engine and a hook and ladder truck, n.ll there
was of· the fire department of the little town of Freehold.
"I know you men want to go," hesitated the Mayor.
"Of course we do," broke in Foreman Lantry, el!gerly.
"All work and no play tires a felJQw out. Here's the big
Firemen's Fair and P arade coming off at Montclair, and
all my fellows have been 'lotting' on going for the last
month."
"I'd -like to see you go, too,'\ protested the -Mayor, uneasily.
"You've only got to say the one word of permit, Mr.
Mayor, and off we go," affirmed the big foreman.
"But don't you understand, Joe Lantry--"
''Of course, Mr. Mayor, I understand that there may be
a fire while we're gone. But, Lord save us, Mr. Mayor,
there are men enough in this town to put out any fire that
gets started. And rerr{ember, Mr. Mayor, we're a volunteer fire depa:rlment . We don't get paid for our services,
but just the same we turn out winter and summer, good
weather and bad, night or clay, and risk our lives a dozen
times a year."
There were loud murmurs from the 1two doze'n men of

the hook and ladder compa:ey who stood banked behind
big Joe.
"I know you ought to have the trip," agreed the Mayor.
"Then why don't you give it to us?" almost shouted
o:ne of the volunteer firemen from the back of the group.
"If only you could fix it so that half of you go, while the
other half remain at home--" began the Mayor, thinking
he saw his way out of the fix.
But big Joe gave a positive, well-nigh angry shake of his.
head.
"That won't do, either, Mr. Mayor. We've talked that
all over, dozens of• times. Either all of us go, or all ~1
us stay at home."
"Would you be any better off with us away than if we
stayed at home and dispanded ?" called one hot-tempered
man from .the rear of the fire company.
But big Joe wheeled upon that speaker, his eyes glowing
at the kicker.
"I reckon we want less talking in the ranks," remarkecl
Joe, significantly.
.
"You see, men," explained the Mayor, "it isn't what
I want, or what the people of the town want, either. The
citizens of Freehold are all your neighbors, and 'they all
appreciate what you do for their safety the year around.
As far as the "folks O'f this town go, they'd say to let you
go, and they'd take tlie chances."
. "Then what's to hinder, •Mr. 'Mayor?" insisted big Joe.
"The insurance companies."
"The fire insurance comEanies be blowed !" uttered Joe
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JAmtry, explosively. "They don't pay us anything, and a boy who knew his own mind, ·and he was prepared to
speak it.
This was one of the times.
As he stepped forward the other b0;ys crowded close
around him, but their glances were mostly on the Mayor.
Ted Benson presented a strong picture of self-reliant,
manly, honest and fearless youth as he stepped forward at
the head of his fellows.
He was seventeen, the son of the keeper of the local
livery stable.
As_ the people of Freehold were not over-given to hiring
horses, Ted's parents were very far, indeed, frotn being
wealthy.
Ted was in the High School at present.
In another year, when he graduated, it remained for him
to show whether he was equal to working himself through
college.
Ted was of slender build, as a boy o"f seventeen should be.
Yet there .was depth to his chest, strength in his limbs,
and' a fair broadness in hisesh0iulQ.ers that betokened the
"I hear all you say, and it's right, too," pleaded the
promising young athlete.
Mayor, looking big Joe full in the eyes. "Yet listen to th.e
He was, in fact, captain this summer of the Freehold
other side as well. Suppose there's a real fire or two while
nine, as he had been captain, the winter before, of the
you're away? Of course, there may be men enough to put
High School football team.
it out. But suppose · they fail and a goodly building is
Light-haired, almost to the color of tow, Ted's ruddy,
gutted? · The owner 'll want his insurance, won't he? Now,
healthy skin and clear, light-blue eyes made him look the
what would the con~paries say? They'd say they had given
picture of health.
this town a low rate on fire insurance because we mainWhile no~ exactly a handsome boy, as the word is used,
tained here a trained volunteer fire department. The fire
<
.
he was fine-lookin g.
insurance people might sfly, furt~er, that as the town had
Almost at his side, as our hero stepped forward, was Tip
allowed all the firemen to g9 out of town the companies
·
Marston.
were not obliged to pay the insurance money. That's the
Tip, who was alsp seventeen, was about as dark as Ted
law, .Toe Lantry, and just because you fello,~s were away
was fair.
the companies could get out of paying a blessed cent of
The t\vo boys contrasted well when together, which was
insurance. That'd be tough ~nough in the case of one
about all the time.
building burning down. But what would it mean if a fire
· They were known as "Damon and Pythias" on account
swept away the buildings on 01,ir business street, and there
of their fast friendship for each other.
was not a cent to be paid on the losses of all our business
It was jokingly said that Tip, who was more cut out for
men?"
a busi!less life, would try to work through college, too, simNow a murmur of a different kind ran around, for the ply because T ed was h eaded that way.
business men who were present in the crowd saw the forci;i
At this moment, from the looks that the other boys fasof that argument.
tened on the Mayor's face, it would seem plain that Ted
"We don't want to risk having the town ruined," mur- ·had been delegated to act as their spokesman.
murefl one to another.
"Mr. Mayor," began Ted, r espectl'.ully, "can I have tnc"I see the point," muttered big Joe, disgustedly.
fioor for just a minute?"
'I'he Mayor again mopped his perspiring brow.
"Certaihly. Of co:urt!e," nodded Mayor Scott.
"Fellows," announced .Toe Lantry, "I gtiess all the fire"Well, sir, we'd like to see the crew of Drench One get
men's fair we'll see will be held in the little shanty right away to · their good time."
ba.;k of you."
"And so would I, Ted-no one more than I."
Freehold's firemen turned antl glared sulkily at the trim
"And all that seems to be keeping them back, sir, seem!'
little house behind them, in which rested the hand engine, to be that there is no fire company to take their place.".
Drench No. 1, and its companion, the hook and ladder
"Exactly," murmured bothered Mr. Scott.
truck.
"Then, Mr. Mayor, on behalf of my friends, I ha'.IB to
At one side o.f the crowd a dozen lads between fifteen and propose that we boys of Freehold will organize a hook and
eighteen had been doing some talking in undertones.
ladder company right on the spot."
Now one of them stepped boldly forward .
"What! Schoolboys !" gasped the Mayor.
Ted Benson was anything but a swaggerer, but he was
"Yes, sir ."

they don't own us. We're not bound to give up everything
in life to please the fire insurance companies."
: ,Toe said .this with the positiveness of one who would
n ot be disputed.
From all around there were murmurs of eager appr oval.
The Mayor, about to open his mouth, paused and mopped
·
his fo rehead.
It was hot, anyway.
It was just about at the close of what had been a very
hot summer day.
The people in this little group, which had swelled until
it numbered about a hundred in"all, had had their suppers
and were out in the last few minutes of summer daylight
in search either of cool or excitement- whichever offered.
Ait this present moment it was plain enough that all the
crowd were on the side of the men of Drench One, who
wanted to get away for a week to a big meeting of firemen
at ~fontclai r, fifty miles a,way.
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"But--"
"There's no law against boys making up a fire company,
is there, Mr. Mayor?"
"N o-o-o, I believe not. But--"
"And Joe Lantry will tell you, sir," went on Ted, interrupting the .speech of the City Father, so eager was the boy
to press his plan, "he'll tell you that at every fire lots of
us fellows have given a good, strong hand and some good
service."
·
"That's so," nodded Joe, quickly.
' "In fact, Mr. Mayor," went on Ted, "I believe that I
can claim, without bragging, that there are many of us
who can truthfully say that we're good junior firemen."
· '"That's so_..:by the great horn spoon!" declared Joe
· Lantry, approvingly.
At that there was a yell from the fire crew, followed by
a cheer.
'red, a born lea.der. was swift to follow . up this advantage.
"So you · will see, Mr. Mayor, that you can allow the
young men of the town to organize a hook and ladder company, and that the fire insurance people will simply have
to be satisfied."
"There you are, Mr. Ma.yor," endo·r sed ~ig Joe, heartily.
A good many nodding, murmuring approvals were heard
in the crowd.
Ther'e were many peoplf) in Freehold who had good cause
to know what Ted Benson could accomplish when he set
his heart to it.
"Mr. Mayor," broke in an excited, almost trembling
voice from the outskirts of the crowd, "I have the honor
to propose that I myself will raise and command a fire
company of boys for one week!"
"Who's ·that?" demanded some one who could not see
the speaker from where he stoQd:
The query was heard by all present. So was the answer:
"George Snyder!"
At that announcement there was a round of laughter, ~n
which nearly half of those present indulged.
Several of the boys behind Ted joined in th e laugh.
George Snyder, a tall, rather slim .boy of eighteen, well
dressed and almost foppish-looking, had started to press
his way through the crowd.
Now, at the soundt0f the laughter which the mention of
his name caused, Snyder halted., his dark eyes flashing
angrily.
•
"Well," he demanded, looking haugptily around, "isn't
my proppsal in line with the scheme that is being discussed?"
"But you didn't get up the scheme!" shouted one boy.
"You're stealing Ted Benson's thunder!"
"Go and think.up something that's original with yourself!"
· "'
"Go home and soak your head!" .
"Yes-in coal oil, and then touch a match to it!"
''Think up something for yourselfi"
"Don't ste~l other people's brajns !"
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"Don' t try to hog all the glory, either!"
George Snyder looked angry and humiliated, as indeed
he was, until one of his friends-for Snyder had' his friends
in town-called out:
"Say, what's the matter witl:r George?"
"He's all right!" came back a hearty chorus from young
Snyder's friends.
There was a pause, broken, in another second, by a voice
slightly tinged with brogue, which broke in :
"From his feet down-thot is!"
·A t that there was another laugh, followed by derisive
yells that made George Snyder's face tuq scarlet.
Yet George tried to swallow the choke that Denny
•
Burke's derision had l;irought to his voice.
"Mr. Mayor," insisted Snyder, with what pompousness
he could, "I am waiting for your answer to my proposition."
"Thin-all together wid yez !" hailed Denny.
"We--don't-want-Snyder !" came the slow, regular,
dinned-out chorus. ·
Snyder flushed yet more deeply and stood glaring around
him.
"Then .whom do you want?" asked Mayor Scott.
Back came •the answer, in a torrent of sound:
"Ted Benson !"
At .that the cheering started up again, big Joe La!ltry
leading in it as be strode forward, clapping one heavy hand
on our hero's shoulder.
"The Benson men seem to have it," proclaimed Mayor
Scott, as soon as he could make hirhself heard.
"Then you accept our proposition for a boy's fire ·com·
parry for one week, sir?" hailed Ted, delightedly. .
"For one week-yes," nodded Mayor Scott. "It seems
to be the best possible way of giving the men the chance
they want."
·
Then there was cheeriug, indeed.
But George Snyder, having seen the wreck of bis own
daring hope, felt consumed with rage, disgust and mortification.
What could the boys find in 'l'ed• Benson to go "crazy''
about?
Wasn't he (Snyder) th:i son of a man who, forty years
ago, had owned acres and acres of land where the town now
stood?
Hwn.'t old man Snyder made a fortune out of selling
building lots that some ancestor had left him?
Weren' t the Snyders, therefore, the real aristocrats of
th e town?
And George had been turned down in favor of the son
of an ·" almost penniless hostler," as young Snyder termed
'reel's father in his own mind.
It was ga lling. George Snyder felt almost suffocated as
he pushed his way angrily through the crowd.
He went straight up to one of the prettiest visions of
~irlhoocl that had ever been seen on the streets of Freeholcl.
She was Della Foster, the claug~ter of a ll!an who had
made his snug fortune in Wall Street, and who now lived

.
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on the outskirts of Freehold in a handsome colonial r themselves in such of the firemen's shirts and helmets as
house.
.
had been found to fit these younger :firemen.
· Della, with her deep-brown hair, her sweet, laughing
Ted, in fact, even had the foreman's trumpet in his
eyes, her pearly teeth in a rosebud of a mouth, her trim, hand, standing near the doorway, a little while before dark,
dainty little :figure, and all the surpassing qualities of beau- when there came to their ears, from some distance, a niuf~
. tiful girlhood, turned to George with sympathy showing fled but tremendous-in her eyes.
·
Bal}.g !
\ "Wouldn't that jar statue?" growled George, as .he
"What on earth is that?" gasped Tip, starting up.
lifted his hat on joining her.
"We'll know mighty soon, in case it's a fire," smiled
"It was a great disappointment, of course," agreed the Ted.
girl; sympathetically. "I'm very, very sorry, George, that · "Fires don't begin with a bang, do they?" laughed Jack
they made so much fun of you."
Preston. ·
"And in favor of such a-such a-young jackanapes !". "Sometimes-when there's an explosion, for instance.
ground out 1he disappointed candidate for honors.
But what are you fellows crowding arou'nd the doar for?
"Oh, yo.u don't quite mea.n that?'' coaxed the girl.
Back to the apparatus you run with, every one ~f you:
"Who? Ted Benson? He's an upstart-a nobody-the Boys, we want to be ready to start on the second if an
son of a hostler," retorted George, explosively, as the two alarm really should--"
drew away from the crowd.
Ding-dong!
'·'Oh, now, you're unjust, George," reproved the pretty
The clapper of the fire-alarm was really sounding.
girl, mildly. "Ted Benson.is really a fine young fellow in
"Whoop!"
lots ofways."
All the pent-up enthusiasm of the youngsters was in that
"Huh!" sputtered Snyder.
eager yell of joy.
"I remember last :winter how noble he was when he
"On the run, Drench One!" bellowed Ted.
plunged through into that air-hole out on the ice and
He himself set the example by leaping across the side~
brought Kitty Ford out to safety when no one else dared walk and into the street.
go in after her."
·
Whirr! clatter! jangle!
"Huh!" sneered George.
Drench 1, the old hand engine that had seen service, was
"Why, you were there yourself, and saw the splendid, right behind the young chief.
'heroic deed," urged Della.
Close in the wake of the engine came the sturdy old hook
"Huh!"
and ladder truck, with which much of the best fire-fighting
"And you didn't offer . t'o go into the icy water after in Freehold had ever done.
Kitty, either. I had lroped that you would."
·
There was no need to wait for t}le alarm to sound
George Snyder swore, but not loudly enouth for Della- through.
to hear him.
Every one of them knew from about where the explosive
The boys' fire company was formed that night-for.med sound liad come.
for one week, to serve as substitutes for the regular :fire
That was clue enough to take them straight to the scene.
department.
· Ted Benson was immediately elected foreman, while Tip
CHAPTER II.
,Marston was fust as promptly declared assistant foreman.
THE FLAMES THAT MEANT DEATH.
In all, twenty-four of Freehold's brightest boys were enMen and boys-and dogs-joined in the m,ad scamper
rolled.
as these young firemen of Freehold raced their hook and
Denny Burke proudly carried off the honor of being ladder apparatus through the streets.
chosen captain of the crew that drew the tub.. as the hand
They had nearly half a mile to go.
engine was known, while Jack Preston was selected for the
Yet, with so many willing hands pulling at the ropes, the
captaincy of the special crew that was to drag the hook apparatus was whirled alo~g almost as swiftly as the boys
'and ladder truck in case an alarm came in.
could have sprinted there without a drag behind them.
The next day Ted Benson had his fire company out three
As Ted, some yards in the lead, whirled around a cmner
and got a good look down the business street of the town,
times on false alarms.
But each time they went through their duties with a he understood ·where the fire was.
' snap, zeal and vim that promised well if there should be
The :fire was in a irame building at the further end of
need for their services.
the business part of the town.
In that wooden building an eccentric ·character, an old
On the day after all this drilling Joe Lantry and his
man, known as "Old Joe Miller," lived and worked.
firemen went away on the train.
That evening Ted :J3enson and every member of his com- ' He called himself a chemist, but that was going beyond
pany gathered at the fire-house, full of eagerness for duty the truth.
Old Man Miller had invented a fairly good fireproof
if ·any call should· come.
,
In their youthful enthusiasm they had already arrayed paint that he sold to farmers.
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Here Joe worked and made the paint, and he was believed to be at work on another, better fireproof paint that
he hoped the railway companies wo.uld buy of him.
Naturally, being a·.maker of fireproof paint, Old Man
Miller had none on his own building.
Now, as Ted raced forward, he saw heavy, thick flames
pouring out of the ramshackle building.
"We can't save that crazy old place!" he uttered. "We'll
do well if we can save the busine$s section from getting in
flames. Whew! This i;; the fix Mayor Scott talked about
before the regular fire company went away!"
It was, indeed.
Any siowness, any blundering, or any bad luck would
doom the business section, the way the fire looked now.
"All the better!" quoth Ted to himself. "It puts u.s on
our mettle at the outset, and we'll show the folks!"
Even as swiftly as the boys moved to the fire_, there was
a crowd there ahead of them.
"You'll have to drive the crowd back," panted Ted, to
Chief of Police Brown, who was already on the scene,
flanked by his one night poliqmian. "We've got to -h~ve
all the room possible, Chief, for our work."
The police began to drive the people back, while Tip
saw to the coupling of the hose with hydrant and engine,
and the hook and ladder men got ready.
"Get on to the bars there, lively!" rang out Ted's sharp
command. "Nozzlemen, throw the first stream right
around the doorway ! Don't waste a drop of water I Play
11.way, Drench One!"
·
Then Ted turned to the Chief of Police.
"How did it start, Mr. Brown?"
"Blessed if I know. One man who was near here said
the explosion sounded like one of gas.I' ·
"And Miller l1ad a gas plant in his cellar," replied Ted,
swiftly. ''.Perhaps there was a leak, 'and he went down
1
there-with a light, of course-to look for the leak."
"That does sound natural," agreed the Chief of Police.
Jack Preston was now hi:\sy1 handing down the pikes,
poles 11.nd axes.
"Come on, now, you hook and ladder men!" roared Ted's
bellowing voice through the trumpet. "The 'iJ&b' (engine)
vill do what it can, but" this is a hook and ltdder job of
the first order. Get in there, .Jack, with the hooks, poles,
pike~ and axes ! Tear down everything that'll come down!
No use trying to save this building, but we must save the
others!" ·
He watched the boys sally in against the first fire that
they had ever fpught on their own account.
The stream was playing well, under good pressure, but
the nozzlemen were all but blistered at such close range to
the heat.
''Where's old Miller?" Ted suddenly demanded, turning
to the chief.
"Don't know. Haven't seen him," replied that official.
"Yet the explosion came from the celJar?"
.
"Yes."
"Miller may be down there yet."
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"Good heavens! Do you think so?"
"I'm not going t<,> think," gritted Ted. "I'm going to
know!"
"What--"
But the question was wasted, for 'fed had darted for·
ward to where Jack Preston was directing the fellows who
had poles and pikes.
I
"Follow me, . Jack; as far as you can. I want yoµ to
watch to see whether I succeed in getting back."
"What--"
,
But Jack's question met the same fate as had Chief
Brown's, for Ted had once more sprung f9rward.
The people who were only looking on gave a gasp when
they saw 'l'ed dart through the flame-lit doorway.
But there was not, as yet, any danger of his clothes catch·
ing fire in this pa.rt of the building.
The barrels of oil and tubs of mixed paint that were
blazing so furiously at the rear of the store were sending
up all the smoke, making all the smudge and heat, and
reflecting the red light that had seemed to fold itself around
the young foreman as he dashed inside. ·
But the flames were thick and suffocating.
Ted bad to bold bis breath as, aided by the glow, he
hastened to the open doorway of the cellar.
He was down there like a flash.
Down here, too, it was light, for oils and alcohol were
burning toward the rear of the cellar.
Yet, by the flames, Ted saw the body of old Joe Miller
lying there on the :floor, n~t two yards from the line of fire.
Again holding his breath, Ted darted forward.
He gathered up the somewhat light form of the old
inventor in his arms, lifted it, and wheeled around to.
escape.
•
As. he did so, our hero saw the wrecked remains of the
gas plant.
'
There could be no doubt that an explosion of gas had
given the blaze its first start.
Probably the force of the explosion had torn tbe lamp
fro:rn the old man's hands and had hurled it to a distance,
cau·sing it to explode.
.
But all this Ted guessed in a flash, now, for there was
no time to stand gazing.
.
A sudden change in the air-currents through the . burning building drove the flames down and thickened the
smoke.
Left thus in the dark, and strangling in the smoke, de·.
spite his closed mouth and stilled breathiJ:?,g, Ted groped
his yay back to the ·cellar stairs.
•
.
His head began to sw'im, yet he held to the huma,n burden in his arms.
Up on the next floor he made a dash in a straight line
for the street door.
Watching Jack Preston saw liim, and ran forward to
guide his all but blinded young chief from the building.
As Ted staggered out a :cheer went up from the specta..
tors back of the police linQs.
"Bully old Ted!"

6
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"First rescue for the kids!"
"Who says the boy volunteers ain't all righf?"·
'rhere were more cheers, amid which could be heard Tip
Marston's voice calling:
"No time ·to rubber, fellows! Keep on pumping!"
Ted bore Old Man ·Miller straight to the :fire lines.
"Here, some of you, take this old man and see that he's
looked _after,'' Benson directed briefly.
Then, as he felt hbnself relieved of his burden, he
wheeled and ran back.
.
· There stood Jack, again directing the fellows, who were
working like beavers with pole and pike.
·
Jack· seemed dizzy.
,
"Here, old fellow, you go back and boss the tub outfit,"
Ted ordered swiftly. "I'll bring Tip over here. He hasn't
got a pair of lungs full of smoke."
The change in assistants was quickly made, but J ack,
leaving the work of the pumping crew to Denny Burke, saw
to it that the nozzle was kept turned at the points where
the water could. do the most good.
"Tip, that wl).ole front wall can be pulled down almost
at any moment now," shouted Ted in his chum's ear. "Get
the fellows to trying it. With the walls down we'll have
a su.re thing on stopping the spread of the fire."
Valiantly polemen and pikemen sallied in, under Tip
Marston's close direction.
It was too hot, as yet, for the axemen to be able to get
in at close quarters.
Their time would CQme when the burning walls were
down.
For two or three minutes the pikemen tugged at getting
that front wall down.
They were greatly aided b~· the polemen.
Tom Gerald, working with Tip at the•doorway, had just
· succeeded in starting a bit of the blazing framework o,ver
the door.
But the smoke pouring from inside proved too much for
Tom.
Suctdenly,_without warning, Tom swooned and went
down in the stifling air of the doorway.
Ah ! The front wall was giving! Here it came-top.
pling !
"Run for your very lives !" roared Foreman Benson, himself leading the mad flight.
·
Crash ! Down came the walls, sending up a volcano of
flame and stifling fumes.
"I won't desert a helpless comrade!" gritted Tip Mar·
ston, wheeling and seizing Tom Gerald back of the shoul·
ders.
•
The fiery avalanche caught them both.
Down ·came the blazing embers, but Tip squared his
shoulders to keep them off of unconscious Tom's body.
Some one else was suddenly battling with the falling
embers.
For Ted, seeing his chum's peril, had snatched a pole
out of another fellow's hands and raced back, fencing off
the blazi,ng bits of .wood for ~ instant.

Then tossing the pole back of him, Te.d seized hold of
Gerald, shouting :
"Off with him,. on the rush I"
They got away.
Tip's shirt was blazing, but quick~eyed Jack Preston
saw that, and for an insta:q.t the stream. of hose played all
over Tip's back.
They . got 11-way just before there came another crash,
and the main portion of the front wall fell.
"It's ·time to drag the hose around and play against the
wall of the next building now!" bellowed Ted thi:ough his
trumpet.
He had not attempted to follow Tip and the unconscious
Tom Gerald, for he knew that they would be well looked
after now that they were out of the crowd.
Hardly had the stream began to play on the threatened
next building than Ted led a few of the fellows in as close
as they could go to tfi:e steam and the heat.
Here they worked hard at pulling over the walls of the
end of the blazing building.
This they soon succeeded in pulling over backward into
tl:\e .flames.
For a few minutes the stream was changed in its coill'se
so as to play o·ver the new pile of embers.
Then back again the drench went on the burning next
building.
At the time of the first fall of the walls there had been
a ladder in place against old Miller's doomed shop.
This ladder had been dragged back out of the fire, and
now Ted ordered it against the wall of the building that
was now threatened.
"Up on the roof, two of you hook and ladder men!"
roared directing .Ted.. "Others on the ladder ! Let some
of the crowd through the lines to pass buckets of water to
the hook and ladder men!"
In a minute more a constant line of buckets was being
passed up to the roof of that next building.
The young hook and ladder men worked like beaversj
.
"'' than from the water the31
dripping
more with perspiration
were passing.
Thanks to the work of these ~ok and ladder men that
roof was soai most thoroughly drenched.
One final crash, and the rest of Miller's building was
down.
From that on the work was easy, for the next building
was now so thoroughly well drenched that there could be
little cha.nee for any of the flying sparks to catch.
Panting, perspiring, tire~l out, yet glowing with satisfaction, Ted Benson. stood back to look at the fire and see
if anything more could have been done.
"It's all right now, young fire chief!" sounded the
friendly voice of Mayor Scott. "But I want to thank you
anc1 your company for a mighty swift, clever bit of work."
"It wasn't so hard," protested Ted.
"Wasn't, eh?" cried the Mayor, warmii;tg up. "You've
had two men hurt, and you yourself risked your life getting old Joe out of that cellar."
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"How are Tip and Tom ?" asked Ted, in sudden con- I " Why-why?" stammcre<l :Jny<ler, reddening.
cern.
" Did you hear what that man said?" whispered Della.
For a few moments he had forgotten them.
" He said Mayor Scott had just thanked young Benson for
"Oh, Tip is a bit blistered, but otherwise all- right. The the splendid way in which he had handled his first fire." ·
doctors are still working over Tom Gerald."
"Mayor Scott is- - "
"George!"
"Is it as bad as that?" choked our hero.
"Let's get out of this," proposed Snyder, sulkily.
"Oh, they're going to bring Gerald thr~ugh all right,
I imagine. He has had his eyes open, but his lungs are so· "We may as well," Della ;replied, a trifle coldly. "I
full 'of smoke that he has great trouble getting any air down know mamma must be tired of waiting for me all this
time."
tht;J re."
Tip, in fact, came back a few moments later to report
.
for cluty.
CHA PTER III.
He h:').d two small blisters on his back that smarted a
TED IN A FEARFUL SCRAPE.
good deal.
The next day the good people of Freehold had something
But for Jack Preston's prompt throw of water Tip might
to talk about that made the boys' fire-fight become instantly
at least have been laid up for a few weeks.
forgotten.
"How's old Joe Miller?" asked Ted.
Della Foster had become a great heiress,
"Pretty bad, but they're not going to lose him," Tip
An eccentric old_friend of her father's hacl died, leaving
wheezed.
two million dollars and some very distant relat\ves.
The hard work of the fire was past now.
One-half of his fortune he .had left to Della, the other
All that remained to be done was to play upon the em•
bers of the burned building until tlie last glow of fi·re was million going to the distant relatives.
"That's just the way it goes," growled a lot of the dis:
extinguished.
satisfied ones. "Those that have, get more. Those that
Nothing co'uld have saved Miller's building.
' to have anything don't get anything left to
But the business. part of the main street of the town was don't happen
·
·them, either."
saved:
Nevertheless, Della was looked upon as being wonderfully
This was the first feather in the cap of Freehold's boy
lucky.
fire-fighters.
When she came down the street that afternoon, walking
On the outskirts of the crowd the Fos~er carriage, conGeorge Snyder, the for tunate girl was stared at a good
with
taini11g Della and her _mother, had halted.
"Mamma, I must see what the boys are doing-how tpey deal.
" H's easy to see who'll get the Foster girl's new million
handle the fire," Della explained, and alighted. ·
George Snyder, on his bicycle, not far away at the time in the long run," remarked some, with sour looks at Snyder,
of the soundi11g of the alarm, had come quickly to the who, truth to tell, was twice as devoted to the girl as usual
on this bright summer afternoon.
scene.
In his heart he devoutly hoped to see Ted Benson's crew But Della herself did not seem to take the news to the
point of growing excited over it.
make a fluke of the fire from beginning to end.
She laughed and chatted as naturally as ever with her
He saw Della and joined her. Together they watched
escort, and seemed wholly u11aware of the amount of curithe 'course of events.
"Benson is handling the whole thing like a muff," osity she was exciting in th e villagers.
"Oh, here comes Ted Benson!" murmured the girl. "I
growled Snyder.
stop a.n d give him a pleasant word for the splendid
'must
Della.
urged
"Wait,"
Then she saw our hero come out, supported by Jack way he handled last night's fire."
"Oh, I wouldn't bother with him!" urged George.
Preston, and carrying the limp form of the old man.
"Why, you don't seem to like Benson," observed Della,
"That was splendidly done,!" glowed the girl, her pulses
opening her eyes in some .surprise.
quickening, for she loved heroism.
"I don't.," Snyder admitted candidly.
"Huh!" said George.
"I do, from what little I've heard of him and seen of
"And Marston, too-another hero!" cried the girl, a
him," returned the girl.
little later, as she saw Tip fighting for Tom Gerald's life.
"That's because you don't know him as well as I do,"
"Huh!" sniffed Snyder.
Snyder returned meani11gly.
"And there go.es Benson back to save them both."
"What do you mean by that, George Snyder?"
"Ruh!"
"I'll tell you . some other time. He's getting too close
Abd at length, when it was over, Snyder remarked:
"Well, of all the poor handling of a fire, I never saw the now."
So Snyder remained mum as they came close to Ted.
like of that!"
"Don't you feel well to-night, 'George?" asked the girl, who had intended to pass with a lifting of his hat, until
Della halted, smiling, and helQ. out her hand.
looking at him queerly.
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This second will had been found in the safe of a lawyer
who had done some business for the laie Mr. Eastman.
The will had not been opened, but, sealed in its envelope,
had been forwarded to the office of Lawyer Southcomb in
Freehold.
Mr. Southcomb was to open the will in probate court and
offer it for. filing.
"So Della Foster doesn't get that million, after all!" was
the new word that floated around the gossipy town.
"Well, small loss it'll mean to her. She didn't need the .
money, anyway."
Della, of course, heard this second bit of news.
Yet no one would have been able to discover that it in·
terested her any.
As the day was fine she chose to walk down to the post·
oflice for the mail, instead of sending one of the menservants.
George Snyder, watching for her, as he often did, fell
in at her side, the two strolling into town together.
"To-days's news is very unpleasant, Della," remarked
Snyder, sympathetically.
"It hasn't spoiled my joy in living," laughed the girl,
lightly.
"But it won't change the feelings of any of ycmr friends
toward you," the young fellow went o?, with a clumsy
attempt at being sentimental.
"Of course it won'{," cried the girl. "Why should it? '
"But it's such-such a stunning blow-it must be,''
stumbled on 1Snyder, confusedly.
'' Stunnir.g ?" asked the girl. "Why, not in the least.
Yesterday, I supposed that I was heiress to a million dollars that I'll never need . To-day I learn that a later will
has been found, and that I'm not an heiress at all."
"But it certainly 'is too bad to lose .such an awfully
big lump of money," muttered Snyder.
"It might be to some people,'' replied the girl, uncon·
cer nedly. "To me it doesn't seem at all like bad luck."
.
.
impatiently.
''When I ha_ve :finished speaking with Mr. Benson,'' re.
Snyder looked at her out of the corner of his eye.
(
·
plied Della, quietly.
He thought, surely, that she must be trying to "bluff"
h
t
.
Then, glancrng up o see t e scowl on George's face she .
111m.
'
. wh at she sa1.d· .
But· DeII a was qm"te h onest m
.
added:
·
the least about monev she
in
worry
to
had
havin<T
Never
·
to
wish
"But don't let me detain you, Mr. Snyder, if yo\t
J'
o
"
I
was quite unconcerned as to whether she was an heiress
.
. .
go a ong.
Someone hidmg behmd a nearby shutter tittered at that, or not.
"Look at that crowd on the sidewalk farther down the
and Snyder grew furiously reel.
Della, too, colored slightly, \rl1ercat Tell, feeling• that street," muttered George, suddenly. .
''What are they looking ~t ?" asked Della.
the situation might quickly become lmcomfortable, raised
"Why, they're looking up at Lawyer Southcomb's win·
his hat, saying:
"I thank you again for your kind words, Miss Foster. dow."
"Why?"
,
Good afternoon."
"Oh, it's just a sort of fool curiosity, I suppose/' sighed
Della nodded pleasantly, then turned to resume her stroll
Snyder. "They know. that Southcomb is up there in his
with George Snyder.
B;y·the next morning Freehllid had anoth!3r sensation. · office, and that he has the will that cuts you out of that
million."
A -l ater will of the dead Mr. Eastman had .been found.
"Is that all a silly crowd can find to look at?" asked
Under this later will Della did not receive any bequest.
All the money of .the dead millionaire went to the distant Della with laughing, quiet scorn.
But the crowd that stared up at Lawyer Southcomb's winrelatives.

"I wanf to congratulate you,- lllr. Benson," she ·murmured . .
".M:e !" gasped Ted. "On what?"
"On the splendid- way you and your fire company be·
haved last night. I was in the crowd and watched your
·
•
work. It was splendid."
"I'm glad it pleased you, Miss Foster,'' Ted replied,
flushing, for he knew ~at t4e eyes of many of the curious
throng along the street were now turned on him.
"I saw that splendid rescue of yours," Della went on.
"When I saw you come out, bearing that old man, I felt
glad for you.~' ·
Snyder stood two or three paces off, scowling impatiently.
"Fir~men have to do a lot of that sort of thing," Ted
replied. "But no one ever thinks anything about it."
"I know I shall," smiled the girl, eaxnestly, and looking
into 'Ted's eyes with a very friendly look in her own eyeR.
She admired modesty as much as she did courage.
"Well, I hope everybody is 'satisfied with the way we did
last night,' Ted went on, feeling somewhat embarrassed.
for it was the first time that be had ever stopped on the
street to chat with Della Foster.
' Then, by way of changing the subject, he said qui,ckly·:
"I have heard that you are to be congratulated, Miss
Foster.,"
"On what?"
;'Why-er:-I understand that you have become an heiress."
"Oh, yes," laughed the girl. ·"Well, it will become time
enough later on to get excited over that."
"Just the same, Miss Foster, I would like to be ainong
those who do congratulate you most heartily on your good
fortune."
"Thank you, Mr. Benson."
"I say, isn't it time we were going on?" broke in Snyder,
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dows was composed of more than fifty people, and others
were still joining the group.
Some gossipy people, more "nervy" than the rest, had
gone up into the lawye;r's office, on a pretence of business,
and sat there waiting to see him.
There were seven or eight of these extra-curious ones,
in addition to the lawyer, his clerk and his office-boy.
~ .southcomb, a quiet, middle-aged man, knew well enough
I why these people bad invaded his office.
He had the will before him on his desk, simply sealed in
a plain long envelope.
There were other envelopes on the desk that looked just
about the same.
But Southcomb sat back, looking over one of his books
and paying no heed to ihe curious ones.
·
At last, laying down 'the book, 11e rose aml "'ent to the
window.
·
Looking down directly beneath him, he rnw 'I'cd Benson
passing on the sidewalk.
"Oh, Benson!" called the lawyer, suddenly thinking of
something.
"Yes?" asked Ted, looking up.
"Are you going by Page's grocery store?"
"Yes, sir."
'
"Do you mind coming up a moment?"
Ted came up quickly enough, halting beside the lawyer's
desk.
"I've been drawing up a lease for Page," explained the
lawyer in a low voice. ' "He wants to look over it. As you're
going by, will you just drop into his store and hand it to
him?"
·
"Certainly," replied obliging Ted.
;
"I'll be ever so grateful to you," ·went on the 'lawyer.
He reac ed out for the envelope.
But two of the waiting people in the room, unable to
hear the lawyer's low voice, rose and came forward on tip·
toe, their curiosity overcoming their last remaining good
sense.
Lawyer Southcomb turned to them with a scowl as his
:fingers closed upon the envelope.
•
·
"Here it is, Benson," murmured the lawyer, handing out
the envelope that he had picked up without looking at it.
"And I'll be greatly obliged."
"You're very welcome," murmured Ted, dropping the
envelope into an outer jacket pocket.
Then he turned and left the room quickly.
Page's store being on the other side of the street, Ted
crossed as he came down from the lawyer's office.
"Hullo, Ted!" hailed some one. "What did he have to
say?"
"Who?' asked Ted, without stopping.
"Why, Lawyer Sou!hcomb, of course. What did he
say?"
"Seems to me you had better go and ask him," smiled
Ted back over .his shoulder.
There were several grunts from the dissatisfied ones as
Ted ?lade his way through the crowd.
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As he left the crowd behind he saw Della Foster and
George Snyder ahead up the street.
A dozen more steps our hero had gone, when Lawye:c
Southcomb burst into the street, moving• about as fast as·
his long legs would carry him.
"Ted! Ted Benson!" shouted tlie lawyer hoarse)y, as he
cut diagonally across the street.
Ted halted, in some surprise.
And tl~e crowd, scenting the fact that something was up,
came rushing along.
I
"Give me back that envelope!" panted the lawyer, as
he, caught up with our hero. " I-I gave you the wrong
one."
. Ted's hand shot to his side pocket.
Then a look of dismay came into his. face.
"Give it to me!" insisted the lawyer.
"I-I haven't got it!" £altered Ted, who, after looking at both of his jacket side pockets, discovered that both '
were empty.
To Ted's own amazement, and to the tl).robbing, wild excitement of the crowd, Lawyer Southcomb caught the boy.
by the throat.
"Don't you try to tell me that, boy!" raged the lawyer,
taking a strangling grip and holding on for all he was
worth. "Give me that envelope this minute, or you'll wish
you had!"
.
But Ted, unused to being handled in this sort of f\lshion,
began to get his own dander up.
With a wrench he twisted himself free of the lawyer's
clutch.
Then, as the excited man tried to get a new hold, Ted,
·dodging hi'm, flared back:
"Careful, sir-or I shall £eel bound to knock your head
off!"
"Don't you threaten!· Don't you bluster I" warned the
lawy9. "Give me that envelope and what it · contained."
"But I can't find it," protested Ted. "I thought I had
it in my side .pocket. It isn't there."
"Let me search you, then I" raged the white-faced lawyer.
"You're forgetting yourself, Mr. Southcomb I" vented
the boy.
"Am I?" raged the man of law. "Perhaps I am. The
envelope that I handed you by mistake contained the latest
Eastman will !"
There it was! The crowd had its fill of excitement now,
and . gasped with the new thrill that was in the air.
"The Eastman will?" quaked Ted.
•
"Yes! J,et me search you, you young scoundrel I"
"Take back that word, and (will let you search me,"
blazed Ted.
•
"I-I take it back," choked the lawyer.
"Then, if you suspect me of anything like trying to
make off with a will, go ahead and search me!" quave!ed
the boy, indignantly.
He threw his jacket wide open and stood up b~fore the
lawyer, white, but not shaking.
•

I
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But in the meantime, Lawyer Southcomb vvas saying Swiftly the lawyer's fingers flew over the boy's clothing.
hotly:
(
''Benson, for the last time, either you turn over that I
Snyder and Della had come upon the scene and stood
missing will, or I shall go to court on the jump and get
looking on in astonishment.
"I can't find rt," wailed the lawyer. "Oh, Benson ! Ben- out a warrant for your arrest!'.'
son! Tell me what you did with it!"
CHAPTER IV.
"I lost it, from all appearance," muttered Ted. "It was
"YOU THIEF OF A :M:ILLION !"
in my side pocket whe~ I left your office. But you told. me
"But I tell you," protested dumbfounded Ted, "that II
it was Page's lease."
honestly
don't know where your envelope is, and honestly
"And I thought that was the envelope I had given you,"
know
how or where I lost it."
don't
panted the white and trembling lawyer.
"Then
I'll
get the warrant out for you," quavered the
"Therl. it must have dropped out of my p~cket between
lawyer.
"There's
no use .in wasiing. time with a thief."
your door and here," suggested puzzled· Ted.
"What's
that?"
cried Ted, starting forward under the
But a dozen eager searchers had already run back over
smart
of
this
taunt.
.
the short route, and word came that the envelope could not
"Well?"
quivered
the
lawyer.
be found.
"You 9alled me a thief, I believe?" retorted Teel.
"Benson," :flared the lawyer, whose face had grown ashen
"I did! You thief of a million! A million that belongs
in the last few moments, "I'll make you a heap of trouble
to
other people you never even saw!"
if you don't instantly turn over that document."
·
said T·ed, crisply, wheeling.
"Come,"
"I've told you already, and I tell you again," blazed Ted,
eyed the boy in astonishment.
The
lawyer
"that I haven't the least notion where your old en;elope is.
"Wh~do you mean, Benson? Where are you going?"
And Pm mighty sorry that I agreed to do you a favor."
He clutched at the boy's sleeve, nor did our hero attempt
"But that will? There ·are millions at stake !" panted
to
shake him off.
the lawyer desperately.
"'Where
are you going?" repeated the lawyer.
"Find it, if you want it!" flared Ted, stung by these
"To
court,"
said Ted tersely.
accusations.
"You? To court? What for?"
"What's up?" asked Snyder, in a low voice, of the man
"·To be on hand when you get that wanant !"
who stood nearest to him and Della.
Ted's eyes were flashing now. ,
Jn eager sentences the man told what had happened,
There was a hard, resolute look around his mouth that
th~n left them, pressing forward closer into the crowd.
was not pleasant to see.
"That fellow, Benson, is playing a desperate game,"
"See here, Bensop," whined the lawyer~ "if you'd only
sneered Snyder.
·•
use me right--" ,.
"What do you mean by a game?" asked Della, anxiously.
".Stop that baby talk!" cried Ted, indignantly. "It's you
"\Vhy, in doing away with the new will, or hiding it."'
who've got to use me right now. You've lled me a
"But he says he didn't do anything of the sort," con~
thief before all this crowd. Now, you've got to prove it
tended Della.
or-well, I believe there's a law that p,rovides a punishment
"Oh, of course he says so," jeered Snyder.
for slan'der, isn't there?"
." vVhat object could he have in doing anything wrong?"
"Don't talk law to me," 'Sneered Mr. Southcomb.
uemand-ed Della,.
·
"Some lawyers donJt like law, except when they can blus."Why, girl; don't you understand that, if the new will ter other people with it," retorted the boy. "Now, then,
is gone for good, then the old will holds?"
I'm ready to go to court. Are you?'"
"Well?"
"No," said Lawyer Southcomb, shortly, as he turned
"And, in that ca~e, you'll get the million that you lost away. "I'm going to take time to think out my plan."
.
under the new will?"
"And so will I," Ted called after him as the lawyer
"But what influence could that have on Ted Benson?" started away. "I'm too hot to think out the right plan
"Why, Della, don't you see? You noticed the young now."
bogby yesterday, and it has turned his head. He gets a
With that the boy turned, making his way homeward.
chance to do a sneak trick and help you. O.f course you'll
"Good boy, TeQ. !" ·
·
be grateful-as grateful as Ted Benson expects. And of
"Sock it to him!"
course you'll reward him for saving your million for you!
That cheering advice came to him from the juvenile part
Heaven only knows how far the young booby expects your of the crowd.
gratitude to go!"
The · older people did not speak their minds until both
Della flushed, whitened out, then became dizzy for an lawyer and young fireman were out of ear-shot.
· instant.
Ted did not happen to see Della and Snyder in t11e
"George," she demanded, angrily, "are you parting with crowd as he started hurriedly homeward.
"If that Benson boy is trying to fool the lawyer, he'<;
your senses?"
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doing it well. That's all I've got to say," . remarke<l. one whom ll'e saw bring a helpless old man out of the flames last
man.
!night."
.
" Oh, Southcornb ain't t he one to play with," retorted I George Snyder, despite his father's wealth, and his own
another. "He's too sharp a lawyer for any boy to play Ifeeling that he was " solid" with this charming girl, felt
with."
a thrill of jealousy go through him.
"But do you thi.n k Ted really tried to get away with the
"Anyway, Della," he hinted, after a moment's pause,
will, in some fashion ?"
"your interests seem to be safe."
"Sure !" retorted one.
"Now, what do you mean?"
'!No, he didn't," disputed someone else. "There. isn't. "Why, girl, if the new, the later will, has vanished, then
a crooked bone in Ted's whole body."
you're safe and secure in that million after all."
·The sentiment of most of the crowd was in favor of
Della Foster shot a keen, swift glance at her es.cort.
Ted Benson.
"George, do you think I'd glory in getting money
Yet there were those who believed the lawyer's charge to through any dishonest trick?"
be true.
"'Why, if there. has been dishonesty, it wasn't ·yours,
A few there were .who took still another view of the mat- was it?"
ter.
"No, but--"
"Well," remarked some one, "if Benson really did do
"And you get the million now."
that trick, and knew what he 1was doing, he kept that odd
"I'm afraid, George, that you and I can't quite understand each other's ideas of honesty. If I really thought
million in this town at any rate."
· Della, who was just turning to go away, heard the that Ted Benson had that new will, or knew where it could.
remark.
be found, I 'd g~ to him ·and urge him to give it back to Mr;
Like a fl.ash she wheeled, eying the speaker, coldly.
Southcomb."
"Shame!" she uttered, then walked straight onward.
"You would?"
Snyder kept at her side, whispering as soon as they
George's mouth was a.gape with amazement.
1
'
were out of ear-shot:
But~ for. once, he had the good sense to keep his tongue
"Della, for heaven's sake, don't take any sides in this between his teeth, and they walked on in silence .for some
affair," he begged.
moments.
"Why not ?" flashed the girl. "Should I hear Ted Ben"Della," he said, at last, "you're a great girl!"
son slan4ered, and accused of doing · a mean trick on my
Which closed the matter as safely as it could be closed.
account ?" In the meantime Ted, with cheeks tl)at still burned, went
"Why, folks will say you're standing up for Benson be- home and talked the matter over with his father and
ca.use he did a slick trick for you," suggested Snyder, art- mother.
,
fully.
His parents; knowing the wholly truthfu\ character of
Della gazed at her escort with fire in her eyes.
the boy, accepted his account of the matter at once.
" George, do you r eally believe that Ted Benson did any
"Just keep cool, Ted," advised his father. "It'll come
such .thing ?"
all right after a whil e."
Snyder might have replied quickly, but he caught the
"But I ought to make Southcomb smart for what he
look in her eyes, and was warned not to go too far.
said before all that crowd."
"I don't know what to think," he ailjlwered, slowly.
"When he b as had time to think it over, lad, I guess
"What's your idea of it all, Della ?"
you'll find that Lawyer Southcomb 'Yill be willing to
"My idea ? Why, it's simple enough. Ted Benson was apologize to you. Remember, as he looked at the case,. he
given a sealed envelope in th e lawyer's office. He didn't had pretty good reason for feeling hot."
stop to look at it, but huiTied ri ght down the stairs and . " And so have I," quivered our hero.
across the street. H e had no time to open the envelope,
"Then don't do anything, or say much, lad, until you've
or to do anything with it before Mr. Southcomb caught up had time 'to cool off," was his father's mild but sensible
with him. He simplj lost it ·out of his pocket, and that's advice.
all there was to it."
After dinner, with the long summer. afternoon before
"But it was such a queer way to lose it, in so short a him, Ted wandered out to the livery stable behind the
space of time," murmured young Snyder.
house.
"George, do you mean to say that Benson did · anything
"Dad," he called back, "there are two buggies and some
wrong ?" asked the girl, stiffiy.
harn'esses that need washing."
,
Again Snyder decided that it was a good time to trim
"I know that," his father answered, from a distance.
sail.
"I'll clean them, then. Might as well be doing some"I don't know what to think. I want to. think it over thing."
and see what comes out of it all."
"Go ahead, then."
"George," observed the girl, "just bear in mind that ~
Yet, first of ali, Ted stepped in and bridled and ,,saddleCl
thief doesn't go in the same body with the young hero the one saddle-horse that the stable contained.
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"What?" q~izzed her admirer.
This horse, a gray mare, he led outside and tie\} at the
"Just what those men are doing."
corner of the stable doorway.
"And what is that?"
Next he came out with an armful of hay, which he
"Honest, manly work," replied Della, coolly. "George,
dumped at the mare's forefeet.
"If an alarm of fire should come in," he mumbled, "I'll did you ever do any honest, inanly work?" '
"Well-er-er-not exactly the kind they're doing,'' rebe ready to jump for it."
Then, after rolling up his sleeves and fastening on a long plied Snyder, disdainfully. "T.h at kind of work is for
rubber apron, he ran out the buggies, and proceeded with hostlers, not for gentlemen!" ·
his work.
"Oh,'' said Della, very drily.
He was engaged in this fashion when Tip Marston ar'.'Della, you're the queerest kind of a girl!"
rived.
· "Am I ? Just because I thlllli that all men ought to
Tip had just heard of the happening of the morning, and be brave, honest and fond of work?"
w~s eager to discuss it with his chum.
Snyder was wise enough to answer only by a laugh.
But he, too, took a mild view of the advisability of
'
But he thought to himseH:
prosecuting Southcomb.
"What on earth is getting into this dear girl? For the
"He was just naturally mad, and, under the circum- last two or three days she's been as contrary as a mule."
stances, you can hardly blame him, Ted. Wait until Mr.
Ted, when he looked up and realized that Miss Della
Southcomb has had time to cool off."
was really riding into the stable yard, felt a 13udden pound"Instead of that," smiled the boy, "Southcomb may j~st ing at the heart.
·
be getting mad~er and madder, a.nd he may get that warFirst, he turned pale, then rapidly reddened.
rant for me before the afternoon is over."
His first impulse was to tear off that old rubber apron.
· "If he does," answered Tip, solemnly, "he'll know where
But he -suddenly recollected that the clothes under the
to find you. That's a cinch he wouldn't have with some apron where not much better looking.
folks."
"D<:m't take off that apron, plea,se, Mr. Benson!" D~lla
Tip got a _piece of harness and a sponge, and pitched called, laughingly. "If you do, I shan't enjoy my visit
in to help.
half as much." .
Della Foster, after luncheon that afternoon, ordered her
"Visit!"
saddle-ho'rse and went off at a canter.
·That word made Ted's pulses .jump.
It was her intention to find Ted, if possible, and express
D!')lla Foster paying him a visit-and in the stable
her sympathy for the. trouble into which he had gotten on
yard!
her account.
But the girl's easy manner, as she rode up and drew
George Snyder, always watching for . a chance to go
put our hero quickly more at ease.
rein,
abroad with Della, had guessed that a saddle ride might be
make any trouble on our account," begged the
"Don't
on the girl's afternoo~ programme.
forward and offering a gloved. hand.
bending
girl,
His own horse, ther~fore, a new and rather :fiery mount,
Ted, shamefacedly, as he looked at his
muttered
"Can't,"
.
was saddled and waiting in the stabJe.
Leaping into saddle, Snyder was quickly riding at the own hand, streaked with mud from the buggy•washing.
Della laughed and drew her hand back.
·
side of his sweetheart.
that we've shakep hands, won't you, Mr. Ben"Consider
"You can't guess where I'm going," hinted the girl.
too, Mr. Marston?"
you
And
son?
"Won't have to guess, if you'll tell me," he replied.
that George had halted a few paces back
noting
Then,
"'I'm going to try to find Ted Benson."
to be sociable, she added laughdisposition
no
showed
and
"What?"
ingly:
George's jaw fell instantly.
"As for Mr. Snyder, I must explain that he isn't yet old
"What do you want to see that fellow for, if I may ask?"
enough to know how to shake hands. He's still in the nur'
he queried.
sery, you know. He'll be coming out next year."
Della explained.
Which jibe caused Snyder to turn quite red in the face.
"All right," he sighed, but gritted his teeth when he had
He bit his lips in silent anger.
:finished speaking. '
"What I came especially for, Mr. Benson," Della went
"If Della keeps on showing so much attention to that
clod-hopper," flushed Snyder, angrily, "she'll turn his head on, more seriously, "was to express my regret that, even
partly on my account, you should have been mixed up in
-sure!"
such a disagreeable scene as that of this morning. Of
· Della elected, first of all, to go to Ted's home.
· And there, as she drew nell-r, she espied both boys, in course, I hadn't really anything to do with it, but I feel
1
. very sorry that my name should have even any part in your
,
their rubber aprons hard at work.
"There's a good thing for you to ponder about, George," annoyance."
"It won't annoy me a _bit, Miss Foster," Ted answered,
smiled the girl, in an undertone, as they slowed their horses
. . quickly, "if you don't believe the absurd idea that I'd de· down to 3 walk.
0
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liberately steal legal papers like those, or have any hand
in destroying them."
"Of course I don't believe that," replied the girl, warmly.
"If I did, I wouldnit be here."
"Tip tells me that some mean people are saying that
I did something with the papers just to curry favor with
you, Miss Foster."
"Then they don't know either of us, do they, Mr. Benson?" asked Della, :flushing a little: "Why, if I thought
you knew anything at all about that will, I'd beg you to
help Mr. Southcomb by telling him the truth." ,
"I know you would? Miss Foste,r."
Then from that they chatted of other little matters.
Miss Della, though she did not dismount, looked about
the stable yard quite a bit, and asked Ted many ques~
tions.
'
George Snyder, in the meantime, sat in saddle some distance away.
Two or three times he hemmed and hawed, wheeling his
fretsome horse around.
But to him Della paid no heed just then. .
"Oh, I say, Miss Foster," called the scowling escort, at
last, "we don't want to spend all afternoon here, do we?"
To emphasize his displeasure, Snyder brought his riding
. whip savagely down on the flanks of that unruly mount of
his.
The horse plunged and reared. ~
Then, like a streak out of1the yard it shot.
George Snyder, holding on frantically, 'and shouting
hoarsely at the top of his voice, looked like anything but
an expert horseman.
The
"Stop, you brnte !" he screamed. "Oh, help!
beast is running away with me!"
Indeed, the last glimpse the young people had of the
terrified Snyder, he was in momentary danger of being unhorsed and dashed to death.
"I'm afraid he'll be killed," cried Della, wheeling and
. urging her own horse away at a gallop.
But Ted Benson, taking all in swiftly, had snatched off
that apron.
In another; twinkling he was going out of the yard like
a whirling Arab, urging his father's gray ma.re on tp its
best effo.rts.
CHAPTER V.
HOW TO LOSE A GIRL.

Just as he whirled out of the yard, and wheeled to the
left, in the direction taken by Snyder's animai, Ted got
sight of the. chase.
Truly, Snyder's excited, chafing mount was travelling
fast.
For the most part, it was only a cloud of dust that
Ted saw.
But be knew bis own gray .mare perfectly.
Urging her on with voice and heels, Ted bent low and
rode hard and fast.
Our hero caught up with Della, rode neck and neck with
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her for only a couple of seconds, and then forged on
ahead.
"Hold on, Snyder!" shouted the youngster. "I'll try to
catch up with you. Don't let yourself get unhorsed."
Then the race began in earnest.
Had it been a real race, with each striving to distance
the other, Snyder must have ·won in a romp, for his mount
was far the better of the i:wo.
But Ted was urging his animal for all the speed there
was in it.
George Snyder, besides shouting frantically at his runaway brute, was making some scared, almost feeble efforts
to slack l.t in.
Dell~ Foster, though she rode well, was soon left well
behind.
Ted, with hh; gaze only on the fugitive horse ahead, had
the satisfaction of seeing that he was gradually overtaking it.
"Pull harder on your bridle, Snyder, and . keep your
head!" shouted Ted, but it is doubtful if the frightened
youngster ahead heard or understood.
An automobile that came whizzing down the road was
narrowly dodged by both :youn& riders.
Della, having fallen more to the rear, had plenty of time
to get out of the way of the auto.
'q believe I can overtake him," thought Ted. "That is,
if the fellow doesn't get scared and jump. That'd kill
him, sure!"
A foot at a time Ted and his gray mare gained on the
frantic beast ahead.
"Try to pull in more on your reins !' bellowed Ted, in his
loudest voice.
·
Soon he was ranging alongside.
But Snyder, his face white with fear, shrieked out:
"Keep away! Don't scare my horse any worse."
"Bosh!" muttered Ted, under his breath.
He tried to ride in so that the beasts would be shoulder
to shoulder.
After a bit our hero succeeded.
Far over to the right he leaned.
Ted Benson's right arm shot out, passing around Snyder's shoulders.
"Come on, George! Don't struggle! Easy now!"
With a strong jerk Ted pulled the other squarely out of
saddle and over the back of his own gray mare.
It had all been done. in an instant.
Too-oat ! toot !
Two hundreds yards ahead was the railroad crossing.
· Snyder's late mount, still galloping wildly, raced upon
the tracks just as the gates were closing.
Caught there, the animal clashed against the farther gate,
then recoiled, snorting with fear.
Ill another twinkling the express had caught the luckles:;
animal, throwing it a score of 'feet and killing it outright.
•
But Ted, the instant that be felt Snyder's weight before
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"What happened?" Ted called out as he raced up to her.
him, spoke to his gray mare. and brought her in, quiverrng.
He could see smoke coming out of one of the kitchen
d Slicle to tlie ground, Snyder! There, you're all right, windows.
old fellow!"
" The gasolene stove exploded, when I wasn't in tl:"
Snyder, reaching his feet on the ground, had backed kitchen."
,
specuily away from the gray mare.
'red took a swift look inside.
Staggering, for he was still trembling, George reached
Jangle ! clash ! cling ! The apparatus was stopping at the
a stone-wall and sat down on it.
gate.
"Too bad about your horse,;' called Ted, still sitting in
"Hurry along a couple of axes !" bellowed Ted, making a
saddle, fo r he saw that the other youth was in condition to trumpet of his hands. "And run the stream in here too."
take care Of himself.
1'ip l\Iarston an d' J ack were the first io reach him, the:
"Huh!" Snyder muttered, weakly.
first bringing the axes, while the latler came, more slowly,
Della came up now, riding at an easy canter, and looking with the hose.
·
resolutely away from the mangled horse beyond.
ns.
Jenki
Mrs.
wailed
!"
up
burn
"Quick, or the place'll
"Tl
·
1at was splendidly clone, Ted Benson !" .cried the _girl,
"I think not," retorted rred, coolly, as he jumped to
her cheeks glowing and her eyes flashing wi~h the spirit of
catch the nozzle with Jack. "Play away, out there !"
.
what she had seen. .
as
,,
t
F
M"
.t
t
b
d
h
.
th·
"Ther·e '''as
•
1ss os er · A steallly, swashing stream came through the hose
• no mg very ar a ou 1 ·
' Teel and Ja ck ran th e nozzle in through the kitchen door.
'
smiled our her o.
Then there cai.ne a . splutt~ring, as dense clouds of steam
. d, perh aps-an d tiie
"Nothi"ng bu t th e presence of mm
out through that one open· window.
rolled
·
.
d
·
th
d
et
"
·age
Colll
e gir1, n 1y.
, r urne
fo'r a few
· abl e t o take care of h"1mseIf a11 . It ha.d . to be a stubborn
" I think Mr. sny der 1s
. moments. ,
.
. fight
/
That kitc? en was an addition to the roam hou~e, and Ted
right now," Ted went on, " so--"
Clang !. · Th e fi rs t not e of an a1arm f rom th e be11 on was determmed to save the rest of the house.
Soon the flames were in check.
the distant fire house.
"Tip, you and one of the other fellows get in there with
In an instant the whole .look and attitude of the young
axes. We'll see if anything is smouldering in th~ walls."
'
fireman was changed.
"Don't chop· the house down, boys !" cried the woma.n ,
"
· That cal1s me !" he cried, with one swift glance at
excitedly, as the boys ran in.
Miss Foster.
Ted laughed by way of reply, then turned to his fellows.
Benson
Ted
hat,
Then, without even stopping to lift his
Some of the charred wood, and some of the still glo~·ing
wheeled and galloped away, counting the alarm as he rode.
The box, seventeen, w_as located on one of the lesser wood, were chopped away.
Another full minute with the hose pipe, and Ted turned
side streets of Freehold, the box itself standing at the Main
to the woman.
street corner with the smaller street.
"It's all out, Mrs. J enkins. I don't believe the loss will
" I wonder if there are fellows enou,gh at the fire house?"
forty dollars. But, if you'd discovered it t en minutes
be
thought the boy, as he r ode. "There they go ! Oh, grayou mi ght have lost your hom e."
later,
cious ! Don't that sound good !"
afe about her home, Mrs. J e,nkins then .did what
Feeling
To his ears there had come the jangling, clanging bell on
i
old Drench One. That bell rang with every turn of the so many other people wiH do. She found fault with· the
wheels. From the sound of the 'bell, even before he caught young firemen for the "muss" they had made.
"I'm sorry th at we had to make so much dirty· work here,
sight of the engine, Ted Benson ~new that there were boys
J enkins," replied Ted, and turned away with a smile
rs.
1'J
enough at the pole and the ropes to make the hand eneyes.
his
in
gine fly through the streets.
people fail to realize how much they owe to the
Many
" They don't need me, then," breathed the young fire
fire-fighters.
chief. "I'll ride straight ahead and see what the blaze is."
Yet, brief as their task had been, it had been quick work,
At a gallop Ted reached the corner where the box was lo·
·
the afternoon was hot. ·
and
_cated, the apparatus being yet some distance behind.
Teel, lea ding the gray mare, walked beside the hand en"Where's the fire?" shouted Ted, as he drew up and disgine as the young firemen drew it away.
mounted.
Arrived at the corner and turned into Main Street,
" Down in Mrs. Jenkins's kitchen," answered the man
wh ere the great trees cast a grateful shade, Ted gave the
who had turned in the alarm.
I
command to halt.
"Hitch. the mare, then, while I take a look."
"You'd better stop here in the shade and rest a few minTossing the bridle to the man, Ted ran on until he
utes, fellows," .announced the young fire chief. " I don't
reached t he gate of the J enkins yard.
Through that yard he streaked t o the back door, where want any o{ you knocked out by heat, for we may n'.eed you
at something bigger than this."
Mrs. J enkin s herself was standing.
Of course, even so small a fire had drawn out a crowd,
"Be quick, or I 'll lose my home !" screamed the woman.

.
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and most of the crowd still followed tlie members of Drench
-.
One.
Now, with the haJt, the crowd stopped, tqo, clustering on
the sidewalk. ·
There wel:e ma.ny sly looks at our hero. Many a word
was whispered as · to the disappearance of the ~ill.
Suddenly one mischievous small boy at the back of the
crowd piped out :
"Whatcher do with the million?"
There w3f; a. tittering laugh, next a craning of many
necks as the crowd waited to hear what Ted BensQlll would
say.
The young fire chief started slightly, loojrnd swiftly for
the one who had uttered the words, failed to locate him,
then looked over the crowd with a slight flash in his
eyes.
"iify friends," he began, "that envelope containing the
will was either dropped\or snatched from my pocket this
forenoon. I now believe that it was stolen. That is every
bit I know about the affair. I hope you will believe me
·
after this."
"Oh, you're all right; Ted !" cried a friendly voice from
the crowd.
There was a ripple of applause at that.
Flushing a bit, Ted went on:
"Furthermore, my friends, believing that that important
document was stolen from me, I mean to catch the thief
and make him give up that will. Tills I shall do if there
is ·any possible way of doi.n g it."
Meanwhile, Della Foster, still sitting on her. horse, was
looking at George Snyder with an expression of some
wonder.
"Are you hurt, George?" she asked, at last.
"N0 - 0 - 0," replied that youth. "I guess not."
"Then what are you going to do about that unfortunate
horse?"
"The railroad killed the brute," replied Snyder, disgusteclly. '~et the railroad look after him. You saw what
happened, didn'.t you?"
"Yes, of course," replied the girl.
"All that happened ?"
"Yes."
"I'm going to do my best to make Benson's father settle for the loss of that hOrse. If it hadn't been for that fool
boy's meqdling, both the hors~ and myself would have gotten over the track safely."
Into Della's eyes there flashed a light of great indignation.
"Would you be.gracel~s enough to say such a thing a '
that?" she gasped.
·
"It's the truth," muttered Snyder. "The killing of my
horse is to be blamed to Ted Benson."
"The saving of your life, you mean !"
" I mean just what I say," retorted Snyder, doggedly.
"And I shall rely a good deal upon your testimony, Della,
if the matter has to be taken ·to law."
· "You' d better not call me as your witness, George Sny-

der !" returned the girl i:q a tone of contempt. "I would
be a bad witness for your side."
,,.
Without another word she touched her horse lightly with
the riding-whip, starting homeward.
"I'll walk along with you," proposed George Snyder,
getting up to walk beside her horse.
"You'll have to prove yourself a good walker, then!"
flashed the girl. ·
She urged her own mount into a t rot, then into a
canter, and swept onward with never a look at t110 fellow.
"Now, what on earth has gotten into the girl ?" demanded Snyder, halting in dumbfounded surprise.
For three or four minutes after his words to the crowd
Ted allowed his young firemen to lounge in the cool shade.
Then he gave the word to resume the march to the :firehouse.
Ju st as he had turned, and was speaking, there came
the sharp crack of a fire-arm.
Whizz-zz ! chug! A bullet passed one of his ears within
an inch, and buried it~elf in the tree beside which he was
standing.
·
In a.n instant there was confusion.
"Where did that come from?" quivered Ted, staring
around.
But no o.ne seemed to know.
Most of the crowd, in fact, took to its heels and got
away from the dangerous spot as rapidly as possible.
The sharp report and its echoes had been so blended and
confused that no one felt q-iiite sure from '~hat direction the
shot had come.
"Oh, it must have been an accident," came thrpugh Tip
Marston's bloodless lips. ·
"I'd like to believe that it was," was Ted Benson's quiet
answer.
Chief of Police Brown was soon on the spot.
He questioned everyone who had remained, but no light
was shed on the affair.
"Oh, well, back to the fire-house for us," spoke Ted, at
last.
His manner did not betray the excitement that raged
beneath.
For he felt certain that someone had fired that bullet
with deliberate intent and purpose.
CHAPTER VI.
T HE MYSTERY OF THE NIGHT.

"I wish I had a lot of money I" breathed Tip Marston,
m:athily.
'
"What wud ye ·do wid it, av ye had it?'\ demanded
Denny Burke. 1
"I'd offer the biggest kind of reward to find out who
fired that shot at Ted," retorted Tip.
It was after dark, and the young fire-fighters of -Freehold had gathered outside the fire-house just because that
place made a hantly club-house.
·
"I'll put you on the trail, Tip," smiled Ted, gi'.i mly.
"What do you mean, old fellow? " •
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"Why, just this, Tip. You find the party who "had the
biggest interest in the stealing of that will this forenoon,
and you.'ll find the party who !mows the most about that
shot this afternoon!"
"You believe it ?" demanded Tip, eagerly.
"Believe it? I might almost say that I know it," affirmed Ted.
"I wish we could find that party/ ' muttered Tom Gerald,
who had recovered enough from hi s burns so that he was
able, to drag himself around to the fire-house, though he
was not back on duty.
"What would you do with him?" demanded Jack Preston.
"Do ?" demanded Denny Burke. "Sure, we'd ta-aka
him to all the hydrants in town and test the flow av the
water on him. Thin we'd ta-ake the scoundrel to the nixt
foire and use him to bate the flii;mes out wid !"
Say, a lynching wouldn't be in it with that," agreed
Jack, with enthusiasm.
Ted _laughed at the nonsense, but none the less his mind
clung to the happenings_ of the day.
" The folks are 'suspecting me of making ' way with the
will. Next, they'll be accusing Della Foster of putting me
up to it," he groaned. " Oh, there must be some way to
find that will, and I must be the one to :find it."
As he stood there listening to the aimless chatter ·of
.
.(
the other young firemen, Ted heard a wagon stop around
on the side str'eet.
· To his mind there was something st_ealthy in the way
the wagon stopped.
He was on the point of speaking of it to Tip Marston,
but thought better of it.
· "Pshaw ! If I get to guessing every time there's a
sound. of anything stirring, the fellows will ' soon think
I'm bug-house!" muttered the ·young fire chief,.
Nevertheless, the notion that he would like to investi·
gate that wagon around the corner, and which had not
moved since,, grew so strong upon him that Ted at last decided to have a look.
Really, he felt uneasy about letting the fellows know
what a foolish notion was running through his mind.
So, by degrees, he edged over to the corner of the fire'
house.
He stood there, looking on at the group, until he saw that
Denny Burke had, at last, drawn the attention of all in the
other direction.
Then around the corner vani~hed Ted.
I
Yes, there stood the wagon, drawn up to the curb in the
Clark.
There appeared to be no other human being near it as
Ted took in the rig that ~ad caused him so much uneasiness.
Ted went nearer.
A hedge served as fence for the yard in front of which
lthe team had been stopped.
"Bosh! I wonder if I am _gettin_g weak-minded. bothering

my head about such an every-day thing as this?" muttered
the bf>y.
Yet he strolled nearer.
He did not recognize the wagon.
In the darkness he bent for ward, to peer for a license
number or a business name.
;}' ust as Ted bent over, a figure stole through the hedge.
There was the swift movement of a falling arm.
Then Ted toppled forward, curling up in a heap on
the sidewalk.
His .assailant bent over him for an instant. There was
a smell of chloroform as the prowler straightened up partly.
For few moments that mysterious prowler tugged hard,
but at last suqceeded in laying the limp boy in the back of
the wagon, drawing a canvas over the silent form.
Rumble! The wheels of the wagon began to move slowly,
then at a slightly better pace.
·
From the driver's seat came a satisfied chuckle.
All unheeding of what had happened in hardly more
than a hundreP. yards from them, the young members of
Drench One talked on until Tip, some minutes later, turned
to refer a question to the young fire chief.
"Why, where is Ted?" asked Tip, in surprise.
"Right there at t4e corner a minute ago," spoke one of
the fellows.
"I thought so. Oh, Ted, where are you?"
There was no answer.
Then two or three of . the fellows stepped around _the
corner, but of course found no sight of their young leader.
Others stepped into tJ;ie fire-house, and even went up·
stairs.
·
It was all a useless search.
"Oh, Ted went off for a little walk," suggested one pf
the fellows.
"Without saying a word to us{ " retorted Tip, indignantly. "Don't you believe it! Ted Benson is too much
of a fireman at heart'-to leave this fire-house without a
word."
"Pshaw! Nobody has eaten him."
.
"Nobooy hinted at such a thing," retorted Tip. "But it's
certainly strange what has become of Ted."
"Do you suppose he went home?" hinted Jac,k.
"Without saying good night to any of us? No, sirree !"
"Then probably he's gone down the street a way, for a
stroll, or to buy something that he wanted.'( , •
"Perhaps," assented Tip, anxiously. "But I'd feel a
heap better if I just knew."
"Why, what harm could happen to Benson?" demanded
another ·of the crew.
"What harm was it that came with an inch of happening
to Ted this afternoon?" vented Tip. "What strange thing
was it that did happen to the old fellow this morning?"
"Oh, pshaw! He's, all right. He'll Be back here in a
few minutes."
"I'll t~ll you what I'm going to do," anntmnced Tip, desperately. "I kl!ow better than to send you all away from
the fire-house. But, Jack,' I want you to hurry to Ted's
0
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home and see if 'he's there. Sam, I want you to run down
Main Street and see if you can get on Ted's track. If either
of you get any news, hustle back!"
Ted Benson, in the meantime, had lain wholly unconscious in the bottom of the wagon.
Along the quietest streets of the village thll.t driver
passed, then out into the farming country beyond.
Finding the bars down at one of the fields, tha.t driver
drove in, stopping beside an old barn.
It was an easier matter to get' Ted Benson out of the
wagon than it had been to get him in.
Fearing that senseless Ted, as he lay on his back on the
ground, woul\l rouse, this mysterious person of the night
administered more chloroform by ·means of a bottle and
handkerchief.
For some minutes the grewsome spectre of the night
sat beside the senseless boy. Every time- that Ted seemed
likely to rouse a little more of the chloroform was used.
Then, at last, with feverish energy, this prowler went
into the barn with Ted's body.
Down came an avalanche of hay over the boy from the
loft.
Crackle ! A match was sputtering against the woodwork
outside.
Chuckle ! The old wood blazed up over unconseious Ted
Benson as the prowler of the night fled away.
CHAPTER VII.
"THIS IS MY FIGHT!"

Clang!
"There goes the alarm, fellows!" cried Tip Marston,
starting up.
"And Ted not nere," he added, as he rushed into the
fire-house.
The :fellows were quickly in their pla7es, all except Jack
Preston and Sam Howe, who were absent on the sea.rch
:for the young fire chie:f.
.
· Tip waited patiently until the first round of the alarm
was through ringing.
"Twenty-seven!" he shouted. "Come on-make he:i;
l;rnm I" · .
The hand engine went out of the house as fast as it
had ever gone.
After it came the truck, with its bulky weight of ladders, its poles, pikes and axes.
·The chase led them to the outskirts of the town, and here
a man, accompanied by two women and, a girl, stood waiting to give the young fireman the word.
" The blaze is over in Page' s hollow," bawled the man.
".But P age's hollow hasn't any buildings but an old
barn," uttered Tip, who hacl left the engine to run up to
'his informant.
"There's a big blaze over that way, just the same. There
goes another jet of flame. See it?"
" Thank you."
Tip had been swiftly debating, in his own mind, whether

the rules of the fire department required the youngsters to
turn out for a blazing barn.
He concluded, however, to take a chance and answer
the summons-.
Ted, in the meantime, while his assailant had driven
swiftly away in the wagon, had lain under the hay, his
nose resting on a handkerchief that smelled of chl0troform.
Brightly the woodwork outside blazed up.
Ted coughed . with the first gust of smoke that ent~red
his mouth.
The flames had not yet reached the interior of the barn.
They probably would, however.
Cough ! wheeze !
The young fire chief, with his strong lungs arid fine
constitution, was rapidly coming out from under th e effects
of the chloroform.
Else he might not have coughed.
As it was, he coughed again, and opened his eyes .
I

drow~ily.

He h~ard a crackling, smelled smoke and coughed agaht.
That was enough to. pull a born fireman like Benson
out of the last o:f his doze.
Yet he did not spring up.
He merely rolled partly out of the hay.
In doing so, his fingers clutched in the soaked handker·
chief.
"There's a fire!" he uttered, stupidly. " H ere, Drench
One ! Play away-lively now ! You. hook and ladder men,
stand at your posts ready to move ?n the jump!"
As if the last two w:ords had put some energy into his
own brain and body, Ted rolled away from the hay and
sat up.
He felt the hea.t of the close flames, though his skin was
not badly scorched.
"How on earth did this start?" he muttered, springing
to his feet-though he still felt a trifle diZzy from the
after-effects ·of the chloroform.
For the first time he noticed the soaked handkerchief
in his hand.
He sniffed at the cloth, then quickly thrust it away in
one of his hip pockets.
"There's been something wrong here! What, I wonder?"
But now, his mind coming rapidly o.ut of the trance, he
ran around the barn looking for a way out.
One side only was blazing so far.
"Shame to see so much good property go to waste,"
blazed the boy.
In ano.ther twinkling he was hard at work, pulling over
the hay on the side of the stack that had fallen against the
door, hiding it.
'rearing off huge armfuls of the light-weight stuff, he
fell swiftly back 'with each load, dumping it a few feet from
the blaze.
"Wind's blowing the sparks the other' way," muttered
Ted, whose brain was now working with ap the instinct of
the youth who saves life and property at ap times.
Jangle ! clang ! clang !
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"Why, that's the bell on good old Hook and Ladder"Chloroform! Great Scott!" belched Tip.
and she's coming this way !" muttered the y.oung fire chief.
"See here, fellows, the last I remember, I thought I
"How did the fellows hear, I wonder ?"
heard a horse and wagon moving stealthily on the side
For Ted Benson had been still under the influence of street by the fire-house. 'I'hen the rig stopped. I thought
the chloroform in the moments when the alarm was sound- it was queer and I wanted to investigate it. But I thought
ing over the town.
you fellows would think I was getting dotty, so I watched
''For that matter, how did I co.me to be here ?" wondered my chance to slip off when you weren't any oif you looking.
Ted.
Well, I came upon the horse and wagon, and remember.
He worked with new energy in tearing away as much of bending forward to see if I could see any name on the
t~e hay as necould.
wagon. That's the last I remember."
His task was soon over, for he found the door and ran · "Then somebody struck you down from behind pt quivoutside.
ered · Tip, indignantly. "Oh, if we could only catch that
He could pass the work on to the youths who were coming ruffian! I beh eve we'd try Denny Burke's programme."
poundi1J1g along the road as faithfully as if responding to
"Sure, Oi' d do it mesilf, and no hilp from anny av ye!"
a third-alarm call.
uttered Dinny, savagely.
Illumined by the blaze, Ted stood and waved his arms
"The same treatment would do for both of your eneto the fellows as soon as the apparatus was near enough.
mies to-day, Ted, old fellow. In fact, of course they're
Several of the fello:w s-Tip among them-left the ap· one and the same."
paratus and came racing across the field.
"Must be," Ted observed drily. "And until to-day, I
"Ted-that you?"
j
didn't know that I hacl even one enemy."
"0£ course it's me.';
It was a puzzler, indeed, that the young fire-fighters of
"But what--"
Freehold had to talk over as they walked back, dragging
"I haven't had time to think it out, Tip. Pitch in and their apparatus.
·
bundle hay away as long as there's a chance to save any.
By the time the truck and engine pad been housed there
The rest of you do the same. Form a line and pass it ba~k
was a w;.ry general movement among .the young firemen
from the old barn."
·
toward Main Street.
Benson had his hands up to his lips, in place ~f his
'l'hey wanted to get away and talk over the strange news
trumpet.
with other townspeople.
"Two of you fellows bring hooks to pull the hay with!"
"Hold on just a minute, fello:ws," called Ted. "I've got
he bellowed.
s9mething to say. This seems to be a night of queer hapWithin sixty seconds Ted had a score of young fellows
penjngs. Until you fellows go home to turn into your beds,
at work.
I'd advise that you keep within a block or two of the fireIn three minutes more they had done all that could be
house. Then, if an alarm should come in, you'll be able
done.
to get here by the time that the first round of the alarm
They had saved rather more than half of' the big lot
is in."
of hay in the barn.
Ted, after his g:riming experiences with the burning barn,
Now, there being no water at hand with which to drench
the glowing portions of the burning barn, they ;humped in, remained behind to wash up a bi.t.
Turning, he saw Tip and Denny Burke standing in thf'
using 'their hooks and pikes to pull down the burning
doorway.
boards, and they beat out the flames with their rubber
"You fellows not going to Main Street?" he asked.
blankets.
"Not unless you do," Tip answered crisply.
"Page will owe us ' a vote of thanks in the morning for
"Oh, I'll be over in a few minutes."
saving him about twenty dollars' worth of hay," gritted
"That'll
be about the time we'll get there, too/' Tip anTip. "But, Ted, what on earth happened to you?"
swered
drily.
·
"I've been trying to think that out during the last min~
ute," quoth the young fire chief.
Ted lo.eked up sharply.
"Then there's sdrne mystery?"
"See here, if you fellows are waiting to escort me over
"I guess there must be," Ted laughed, perplexedly. "See to Main Street, I appreciate it, but _I won't have it. I'm
here, fellows, I came out of some kind of a trance, to find not such a cold-foot that I want a bodyguard."
the barn burning over me. I was t angled up in it some
"Seeing what's happened to-day," Tip rejoined, "it
won't be a bit out of the way for yo.u to have one."
way."
_
"What are you telling us?" demanded Tip, nervously.
"You fellows mosey right along,'' Ted ordered, griruiing,
Jack Preston, who had a long, hot run all by himself, though he felt grateful for their attention. "Just rememcame up just in time to hear the answer:
ber, please, that I'd feel insulted if you thought ' I wasn't
"The truth, Tip, as well as I can remember it. And to be trusted to go one block to Main Street alone."
when I woke.up I found this handk_erchief under my nose."
"We'd rather wait," urged Tip.
He passed the bit of cloth over to his chums.
"And I'd rather not have you wait. Who wins ?1'
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" Oh, you do, if you're going to come out so strong for 1 mark," quivered Snyder. " What is this-an amateur plot
to assassinate me?"
it,'' uttered 'l'ip Marston, half-sulkily.
" No, a plot to make you show some decency!" vibrated
H e turned to glance at Denny Burke. .Then, rather re:
luctantly, this pair of fri ends started away without their Ted Benson; "though I'm afraid any such plot as that
young fire chief.
·
must fail. There isn't much decency in your worthless
The startling news of the mysterious attempt on Ted's carcass. I might treat with contempt what so lo.w and
· worthless a fellow as you are, Snyder, might say about me.
life had fairly flown up and down Main Street.
George Snyder and two of his friends, ·Prince Hubbard But you've just slandered a young lady who always had
and Arthur Holwell, stood at the corner as Tip and Denny every reason to think you her friend."
" Don't drag her name into this," snarled .Snyder.
came softly along.
"0~ all the bald, trumpery fakirs!" they heard Snyder
"I don't intend to. It will be you who does, Snyder, if
utte~ contemptuously. "Ted Benson did that just to keep any one. But I hurl the challenge into your teeth ! A fight
the folks talking about him. Mysteriously chloroformed - r ight now, and to the flnish !"
. " Do y()4i, think I'm afraid of you?" raged Snyder, turnand carried off. Bosh I Perfect rot!"
" It does sound fishy," Hubbard agreed.
ing paler, for at hea.rt he was a coward, though, like many
"Why, just think over the day's business," went on Sny- cowards, he could be goaded on to a show of bravery.
Besides, he was bigger and presumably stronger than the
der. "First, Benson swipes and hides that important will
.and makes believe it was stolen from him. Then, when young fire chief of Freehold.
he fiD;ds it hard to make that story wash, he gets one of
"Think yqu're afraid of me?" demanded Ted, tensely.
his friends to fire a shot that doesn't go within yards of " I don't take the trouble t~ think. It doesn't cut any
him. And then, fearing that that isn't doing enough, he figure at all. You' ve got to :fight me, or else stand cower·
works this fake about being carried off and set to broil in ing a n~ take the hardest thumping that I am going te> give
a burning barn."
· you!"
"But what's Benson's object in all this ?" queried Hol·
" H urroo !" roared Denny. " The Oirish kings have
'
·
well. . +
comet' earth!"
·
" Just to make the whole thing fit and wash together,"
"Come, come !" broke in Prince Hubbard. "This is no
retmted George Snyder.
·
time, occasion or place for fighting. "
"Do you think he 'lost' that will just to curry favor with
" Keep still, you !" flashed Ted over his shoulder.. "Thia
Della Foster?"
whole affair is with this white-livered cur, Snyder, unless
" Huh! SuI"e thing! And Della's .a fool, or she'd see
othei:s choose to butt in."
through such a flimsy fakir as Ted Benson !"
"But don't have a row here on Main Street and disgrace
"I gu~ss you've said about enough, Snyder,'' remarked
everybody,''
urged 1Arthur Holwell.
Tip, in a quiet but dangerous tone, as he stepped forward
"No need to," proposed Ted, . on the instant. "Down
out of the shadow. "Every word you've uttered was a lie.
back
of the fire-house there's a lot big enough to pull this
You're a liar all the way through, and a fool liar at that,
off
in.
Come down at once, or before the night is over
without brains enough to invent a lie that sounds straight."
folks
will
be talking about Snyder's funking before a chalTip's voice was still quiet, but he was working himself
that
he hadn't the sand to meet."
lenge
up inside.
way !" quavered Snyder.
"Lead
the
"See here, you pup, stop that sort of talk!" cried SnyBowing
stifily,
Ted linked his arm through Tip's, and
der, angrily, advancing with clenched fists.
wheeled
and went back down the side street
together
they
"Oh, don't try to scare me out with a sho.w of fight,"
the
fire-house.
toward
warned Tip, coolly. " I want you to fight. In fact, you've
" Me to come afther yez all and make sure thot ·nothi.n '
got to fight-you skulking liar I" .
"Don't say another wur~d to him, Tip, me .bye!" begged gets away," grinned Denny, dropping to the rear of 1tll.
They were soon in the vacant lot, whither they had got·
Denny Burke, darting in and brushing Marsto,n aside as
'
of any others.
he himself confronted Ted's slanderer. "Snyder, ye black- ten without attracting the attention
off
hi
s
jacket,
rolled
up his sleeves and
Denny
pulled
hear-rted liar, ye're a thafe as well.. Yure father is a liar
It
was
hard
for
young
Bl!_l'ke to realize
spat
on
his
hands.
and a thafe, and wan av the worst shcoundrels aloive. H e's
that
this
wasn't
his
own
fight.
He
certainly
hoped there
the only mimber av yer decayed family thot I know, or
would
be.
something
doing
for
him
before
this
social occa•
Oi'd insult thim all! Now will yez :foight, ye dirty, sneakover.
sion
was
ing- - "
"Stop!" ra:p.g a stern voice behind them, and Ted BenTed simply and quietly stripped down to his shirt, tightson almost leaped to the front. "This is my fight! No ened his belt a bit around the waist, and stood waiting.
one else can have it!"
,..,
George Snyder's preparations seemed to take longer.
George Snyder paled and recoiled as he found himself ·He stripped to his undershirt, which, being sleeveless,
confronted by .this grim-faced, blaze-eyed young fire chief. showed a pair of very well developed arms.
"You're all making a heap of fuss about a light re·
"Now, gentlemen,'' began Prince Hubbard, in hi~ most
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formal tone, as the.two combatants faced each other, "wha.t derer, "either say that you've had enough, or stand up for
are to be the rules ?"
another try. ,And I won't repeat this demand. If you're
'.'We'll just fight until one fellow is either. knocked out, not prompt I'll . wipe ~he ground with you."
or so well licked that he knows it," retorted Ted.
"Oh! I've got enough!" wailed, Snyder, as he saw Ted'~
"But the length of the rounds?"
feet moving his way.
"Let it be all one big round. Are you afraid of that,
"Then get up and go into the tire-house to tidy up,"
Snyder?"
advised Benson, himself lifting Snyder to his feet.
As he did so, our hero whispered in the other's ear:
"One scheme is as good as another," growled George,
sulkily. • .
I
"Don't forget, ~ither, what b!ought this on you!"
"Get ready, then! Look out f~ yourself!"
Denny Burke was trerrtOling with something very much
Ted aimed a vicious lunge, but that was a feint, only like despair.
intended to put Snyder on his guard and start the mill at . "This can't be all!" he rasped. "It ain't over so soon!
once.
For the love of hiven, some wan pull me nose!"
. Ted was a little w:alking bunch of boxing science: SnyBut Denny's request failed to set anything more doing.
·.der had not been badly taught, but he was rattled at the '
outset.
CHAPTER VIII.
He came pounding in, raining blows that Ted, with his
"THEy'VE DONE FOR HIM."
nimble f®twork, had no trouble in getting away from.
That was the end of notable happenings for that night.
"Don't use your steam all up, Snyder,'" cautioned young
Benson.
But the next day Freehold had its fill of exciting topics.
"Mind your own business !"
The further story of Ted's near call to death in the barn
"Oh, all right. But I don't like to see you foolish. It was going the rounds.
makes it too easy for me."
While some of the townspeople felt inclined to smile a
bit at that, the great majority of folks knew Te~ Benson
"Does, eh?" quavered Snyder. '~Take that!"
But Ted didIJ.'t. He dodged 'nimbly, and countered, well enough to be sure that he was not a liar.
landing thumpingly on Snyder's nose and bringing a spurt,
Then, too, of course, the story of Ted's fight with George •
"That's what I was cautioning 'you abo~t," observed T'ed, Snyder got around.
coolly, as the two again sparred and watched each other
It was even known that Snyder was not showing himself
for an opening.
upon the street to-day, but that a druggist had gone up to
the Snyder house, pres·umably to "paint out" a pair of
"Shut your mouth!" growled Snyder.
Ted's right landed smackingly on Snyder's- lips, again black eyes for the unhappy young man.
drawing the blood.
•
Naturally,. what George felt sorest about .was .the new
Snyder was getting rattled. He backed away, and Ted, attitude of Della Foster.
:r.esting with his hands on his hips, allowed him to get
For a year or more he had felt absolutely sure of her
.
away.
.
as his girl.
"That's just to spit out a few teeth, if you have to,"
Her turning upon him yesterday had been marked by
something still more1 plain to-day.
mimicked Ted. "I'm not through with you yet."
· "Nor I with you!" trembled George Snyder, passionFr6m a window, through his more than half-closed eyes,
. ately.
Snyder had seen Della walk by into the village and home
He now came in more blindly than· ever.
again.
Neither time did she even look at the windows of the
Thump! bi:ff ! Ted led with left and right, closing both
Snyder place.
Snyder's eyes and sending him to the ground.
"Of course she's heard that I got laid up," muttered the
"0-o-o-oh !" gulped and groaned the beaten one.
Ted turned coolly to Hubbard.
young fellow. · "I wonder why she doesn't run over a minute or send some message? Can she be in earnest about
"Is your man w~ipped ?"
giving me the shake?"
"Doesn't he seem to be?" demanded Hubbard, stiffi.y.
Ted Benson did not have even the pleasure of seeing
'-'He's got to say so, then!"
"Don't carry this thing too far!" warned Hubbard, Della from a distance.
harshly.
She had been very kind to him, and he appreciated it,
' "He's got to say he's whipped, or else get on liis feet but he did not intend to force ·himself' on the notice of a
again."
girl in .Miss Foster's wealthy class.
"We won't allow that," quivered Hubbard, turning to · Much of the time through the day Ted spent in trying .
his friend Hol well.
to puzzle out the meaning of the two attempts on his life.
"You'll find you've got nothing to say about allowing
"It has something to do with the stealing of that will,
it," broke in Tip, sharply.
and it must come from some one who is afraid tb~t I may
"Whoop!" from Denny, as lie spat on his hands again.
get on the right track," he mused. "But who is the party?
"Sn~der," insisted Ted, turning to· his vanquished slan- Blessed i;f I can think of a soul who'd do such a thing!"

.
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It was such a puzzle, in fact, 'that a whole day o! thinking over it brought him no nearer to the truth.
"Call it a ~ystery, and let it go at that," he said smilingly to Tip, as the two met at the fire-house that night.
They were the first two arrivals.
"bet nothing go," murmured Tip, indignantly. "All
I'm waiting for is the first sign of a clue. But it's that
first clue that I can't get, nor even imagine."
"Same case here," sighed Ted. "I've been thinking
about it until I got tired of the puzzle. I've got a new way
of getting over the difficulty."
"What's· that?" Tip askdd won:deringly.
"I'm going to call the whole thing a bad dream, and let
it go at that."
·
· "That'll never satisfy me," grumbled Marston. "Say,
do you think George Snyder could have had anything to
do with it?" ·
Ted shook his head.
"Not for a minute," he replied.
"But Snyder hates you• li.ke poison."
"Maybe, but he hasn't the brains to think up anything
deep, nor the courage to carry out a bold scheme."
Tip remained silent, looking down the street and watching the approach of Jack Prescott and Denny Burke, to' gether.
One by one, and sometimes by twos and threes, most of
the other fellows of Drench One dropped around.
The evening being warm, they had brought down settees
from the hall above and sat around in the spacious fireyard.
"Say, this is a great place to meet nights," observed
Jack.
"It is, in summer," smiled Ted.
"But in winter it'd be all right, too. There's a b~g
heater upstairs, and a roomy hall.".
"The dream is not for us," sighed Tip. "Almost any
day the regular fire department will be back, and then we
retire to the background, lucky if the town government
thinks even to give us a V"Ote of thanks."
. "Wouldn't it be jolly," proposed Sam Howe, "if we
c'ould only get the tow~ to provide quarters for a regular.
boy's company in the fire department?"
"Wouldn't it be fine if we could all inherit a million?"
mocked 'fom GeralP..
But that word "million" seemed too close a reference to
the stolen will.
The fellows, most of them, -shot warning looks at Gerald,
who quickly bit his tongue. '
.
"Wonder if we'll have one more good fire before the
grown-ups get back and kick us out~" y~wned Jack behind
his hand.
Then the boys were silent, most of them glum, for they
had grown wonderfully to love this fascinating life of the
fireman.
,
"What time is it?" asked some one, finally.
"Quarter-past nine."
"I'm going home sool}, then."

'
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"Can't the chickens get along without you?" jeered Jack,
At the mention of bed, on this warm; dull evening, several of the fellows began to yawn.
Ted, whose thoughts were much too active to allow him
to think of sleep, rose, stretched and strolled down to the
curb.
•
·
· .·
At th~ curb, right in frGnt of the fire-house, was 01;1e of
the town's street lamps.
The light streamed down on Ted as he stood there, erect,
and wearing his helmet.'jauntily.
"Isn't he a fine-looking fellow?" whispered Jack to Tip,
and nodding toward their yopng chief. "Say, he iooks just
like a soldier, or-or--"
"Or a fireman," finished Tip, drily. "'l'hat's just whab
he is-a fireman from his soles to the crown of his head!"
Crack! The report was so near ana so loud that it made
Freehold's young firemen jump.
In another instant their excitement was changed to
horror.
Fqr they saw Ted Benson spin around, reel and fall to
the pavement.
'
'
It seemed as if every fellow jumped at once, but Tip was
th~ first to reach his fallen .chum.
·
Ted's helmet had dropped off as he fell.
From a. hole in the center of the top of his forehead the
blood trickled.
"Whoever the villains are," vibrated Tip, "they've done
for him this. tiine !"
'
CHAPTER IX.
A DOUBLE .T~GEDY?

Swift as thought Tip Marston straightened up.
His face was white, his eyes dry and tearless.
"Jack," he panted, "you and Sam streak it in two di'fferent directions. See which can get a doctor here . first!
You fellows"-pointing to four others-" get Ted into the
house and make him as comfortable as you can."
Tip leaped to his feet.
"The rest of you follow me--and sprint!'.'
He was running by the time that the words· left his
mouth.
Followed by those who had not other duties, Marston
rushed straight for .the corner left below, from which the
shot had come.
"If we can catch the scoundrel," panted Tip, "we may
furnish ourselves with some. practice in lynching."
But down at the corner below all was quiet, and no one
else in sight, save the widow who lived in the nearest house.
She, with her window up, was tremulously demanding
what the shooting meant.
But Tip, who could not suspect this woman of the cowardly deed, only snorted,_ as he called out:
"Some of you run straight on. The rest of you follow
me to Main Street!"
Yet, prompt as the pursuit had been, and swift as the
chase was, the person who had :fired that shot had succeeded
in losing himself.
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The only result of the frantic inquiries of the young "Now, l\f you note the pesitions of the holes, it will be
. quite plain to you that the bullet must have passed nearly
firemen was to gather a crowd that grew every minute.
Almost at once the crowd began to throng toward the two inches above your young foreman's head."
"Then how about that blood-spot?" persisted Jack.
fire-house, for a ~hooting was no usual thing in Freehold.
"See i-his unevenness, this roughness in the seam of the
The little fown was excited to the utmost.
In the meantime, Ted .Benson, according to Tip's orders, sweat-band in the helmet?" Dr. Tisdale asked. "No,w, when
had been taken into 'the fire-housfJ and made as·comfortable a bullet travels it goes with tremendous force. This helmet
is made of tough material, too. So the bullet in tearing
as possible on a pile of blankets.
Bert Allen knelt over him, while three other young fire- its way through the helmet would do so pretty roughly-.
with a big shock, in fact. Now, when that shock came this
men stood sorrowfully by.
"Fellows," murmured Bert, "he seems to be breathing lump in the sweat-band was forced back against Benson's
forehead s0 that it struck him a really savage blow in the
yet."
forehead. It also broke the skin and brought the blood."
Ted opened his eyes.
"'fhen I'm still alive?" asked Ted, smiling quizzically.
He looked at .the·quartette wonderingly, then asked:
"To the best of my belief, you arc," laughed the doctor.
"What's the row?"
Then he added, more seriously:
"Don't you know, old fellow?" asked Bert, in a hushed
"But you had a mighty close escape, Benson. You came
voice.
very near being killed. It was a scoundrelly shot, and the
Ted i;;31t up.
fellow who fired it meant to do for you!"
the
of
one
while
"Here, don't do that!" protested ;Bert,
"A miss is as good as a mile, .I've heard," quoth Ted,
other fellows kuelt behind Bensqn's back, supporting him.
lightly and coolly.
"Why not?" queried Ted.
Then he sat down, for he was still rather weak from the
"Don't you bow, old fellow? You-you've been-shot
·
effect of the stunning.
through the brain!"
By this time a very fair-sized crowd had gathered in
"Shot-what?" echoed Ted, in bewilderment. "Go on,
front of the fire-house.
,
Bert ! Don't talk fo!)lish !"
Some one, however, took the trouble to run to Main
"But you have," persisted Allen, holding the young chief
with the news.
Street
up as Ted got to his feet somewhat weakly.
/
That brought the young firemen, most of them, back on
"But you have been shot," protested Bert, in a scared
·
tone. "I wish you'd lie down again, old fella~, until the the run.
"It's the biggest puzzle in the world," muttered Tip
doctor gets here."
Marston, savagely. "We lost hardly a second in getting
There was a rush of •wheels and hoofs out in the street.
'fhen a buggy stopped outside, and Jack, leaping to the off after the scoundrel, bu,t we couldn't catch sight even of
the shadows of his coat-tails."
ground, cried :
"Has it been reported to Chief Brown?" asked some one.
"Hurry up, doc! I want. you to tell us whether there's
<c Of course it has," ret.orted Tip. "But this is the third
.
any chance."
Young Dr. Tisdale came hurrying in, but stopped short attempt to kill Ted Benson, and the police haven't caught
in amazement, as did Jack, at the sight of Ted stepping any one yet. I'm beginning to feel disgusted with the way
police catch crooks."
forward to meet him.
"Something will have to be clone mighty soon,'~ mur·
"What's up, doc?" smiled young Benson. "The fellows
mured Dr. Tisdale, "to catch th&--"
are trying to persuade me that I'm dead."
Clang!
"I was given to understand the same thing," the doctor
one jumped.
Every
anyforehead,
your
on
blood
that
"What's
drily.
retorted
was quickly on his feet, looking at the autotoo,
Ted,
way?"
The physician stepped forward, anxiously examining the matic alarm.
"Get to your posts, fellows, like lightning!" ordered
.
bleeding spot.
"What did he have on his head at the time he was shot?" Foreman Benson.
"Are you going, too?" asked Dr. Tisdale.
demanded the physician.
"Of course I am," flashed Ted. "I command this com·
"His helmet," Jack replied promptly.
pany."
"Let me see it."
"Then come with me,'? ordered the doctor, taking :finn
Dr. Tisdale took the helmet, examining it carefully, then
hold on Ted's arm. "I'll take you there in my buggy. You
looking back at the spot on Ted's forehead.
"Well, I don't blame you youngsters for being fooled,'' don't wa.nt to try to run yet."
Ted was in the buggy beside tile 'doctor, while the rest
laughed the doctor, and at that laugh every one present felt
of the crew had engine and truck ill the street by the time
better.
that the fir:.:t round of the alarm li d come in.
"What was the trouble?" asked Jack.
"Thirty-three--and run like the mischief!" cried Ted,
"See this hole in ·the front of the helmet, and also in
the back?" pursued the doctor, holding up the headgear. hoarsely.
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Then he settled back, white and trembling, as Dr. Ti8dale
brought the lash down on the flanks of the hor~e.
"That box is the nearest one to Mr. Foster's home,"
gasped the boy, as they rode on through the night. "Does
tQ.is mean s6me new ras\ality-another my ~tery of the
night?"
"What do you me,an ?"
"Has the same person, or persons, tried. to destroy Mr.
Poster's houser"
Dr. Tisdale, who knew all the local happenings of the
last two or three days, was silent for some moments.
Then he answered :
"We shall soon know what to think."
The physician was driving as .fast as he could, trying to
get to the scene as far as possible in advance of the app~
ratus. '
As the horse turned down the street on which the box
was located, Ted cried out, in great excit~ment: ·
"You see, it is th~ Foster house ! It's on the top floor,
too-the fourth story !"
"That would be a queer place for a firebug to get to
work," muttered Tisdale.
"Nevertheless, it may be the work of a firebug."
Ted was whiter . than ever, gripping the edges of the
seat as the doctor drove furiously into the Foster grounds.
As they drove up at a gallop, Teel caught sight of Mr.
and Mrs. Foster and the servants out in the yard, running
excitedly about'.'
·
"Della! Della ! Some one, find Della !" shouted Mr.
Foster, white-haired and feeble, who was running about
anxiously as Ted sprang down from the buggy.
"Isn't your daughter out with the rest?" quivered Ted,
as he raced to the old man's side.
"We can't find her!"
"Papa ! papa ! Here I am !" hailed a voice from a window on the fourth story. "The stairs are blazing and I
can't get down!"
"Keep as cool as you can, Miss Foster. We'll get you
out sa.fely !" Ted bellowed up, but his voice shook. "Stay
right there at the window, where you can get air!"
Then Ted turned to race into the house. Though he. did
not know it at the moment, Dr. Tisdale was close behind
him, while old Mr. Foster brought up a faltering rear.
His heart thumping, Ted gained the third floor of the
house.
,,.
He stood at the bottom of the stairs leading u~warc1.
They were blazing. That stairway was a roaring furnace.
"Firebugs, sure!" panted Dr. Tisdate, behind him.
"Smell the coal oil in the smoke!"
Ted turned with a sickened heart away :from the blazing
staircase.
"Where are the other stairs to the next floor?" he demanded of Della's father, who had just reached them.
"This is the only staircase, Benson."
" Then we can do no good hare. We must use the ladders !" faltered Ted, as he wheeled.

Down the stairs he raced, ii-hile Dr. Tisdale stayed behind to help the anguished father down.
.
As Ted gained the open air, he heard, with a thrill of
thankfulness, the jangling bell of Drench One as it turned /
into the grounds at the gateway.
"Hustle, Dren9h !" the young fire chief roared through
his trumpet. "'l'here's big work to be done here !"
Next he turned his trumpet toward the high window at
which the white-faced girl cowered.
"We'll reach you like lightning, Miss Foster!"
. The girl waved her hand back silently to show that she
heard.
Then Dr. Tisdale appeared, suppor ting Mr. Foster.
"Tip," roared the young chief, "get that hose coupled
like lightning. Run into the house, up to.the third story !
Play like mad on the fire that you)ll find on the stairs.
Jack, the hook and ladde~ has to play the biggest part
here-the saving of a precious life ! You and the fellows
get off the longest ladder in the shortest time you know
how to do it !"
All was coolness as these young heroes worked, obeying
every order as soon as it was uttered.
But Ted) glancing upward with a sinking heart, saw the
smoke bursting out below the window at which Della huddled.
"If we don't get her down from there soon the smoke ancl
hot air will kill her," groaned Ted, his knees threatening
to give JNay under him in his anguish.
The longest ladder was off and being rushed toward the
house.
With desperate energy Ted helped to rnn it up the side
of the house.
Then the young firemen looked at each other, ready to
groan.
For the ladder was still some feet short of reaching near
enoµgh to that window to· be of service.
"Run up the truck !". shouted Ted, hoarsely. "We'll try
to stand the ladder on that !"
Then, seeing that Tip had the hose coupled and ready,
Benson roared :
"Polemen, pikemen and axemen, follow the hose. \York
like £ends !" ,
Old Mr. Foster, follmved by his sobbi ng, reeling wife,
tottered close to Ted.
"Save my daughter ! Bring Della down alive to me !"
he sobbed, "and you shall have any reward you name !"
"I'd save any life that could be saved," Ted uttered
hoarsely, "but your d;ughter's twenty times over! "
Then he leaped forward to take charge of placing the
truck.
·
Almost in a twinkling it was in place.
Then, slowly, for it was ticklish work, the great ladder
was lifted so that its bottom ends rested on the platform
of the truck.
"Is i,t steady 1" asked some one, quickly.
"No time to guess about that," uttered Ted, as he
snatched up 'his rubber coat and drew it on.
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Then, stooping once more, he snatched up two rubber
blankete.
Tongues of · flame were spurting out around the ladder
as Ted glanced swiftly upward.
"Bring Della down with you!" quavered the old man.
"Any reward! Any reward at all!"
' "I sha'n't come down alone, at all events!" gritted Ted.
Then he started his nimble run up the ladder.
All went well until he reached a oint just above the
third floor.
Here the tongues of flame leaped out at him.
"He can't make it!" groaned Jack Preston.
'rhey watched, shudderingly, as Ted leaped upward
through the first line of fire.
'
'rhe flames beat against his stout rubber coat.
By a miracle only, as it seemed, did his feet, unprotected by rubber, escape being licked up by the scorching
tongues of red.
But he had yet anoi\ier zone of fire to go through on the
upward climb.
Those below shuddered, and many turned their ~yes
away.
Were those who peered upward through the smoke and
flame destined to witness a double tragedy?

..

"We can never go down through that now!"
"Oh, why did you come up here to save me?" grCJlaned
the girl, wringing her hands.
"Why?" asked Ted, hoarsely. "Well, ~or one thing,
because I'm a fireman."
"I heard you say that we cannOlt get down through the
flames."
"Honestly, Della, I believe we would be roasted alive in
the effort:"
"Two lives to be lost, when o.nly one needed to be sacrificed!" shuddered the ' girl. "Oh, why-why-did you
come up here?"
'
"Della/' he 'mumbled in a strange voice, "shall I tell
you the greatest reason for my coming up here?"
"What?" asked the girl, wonderingly.
"Because I love you ! if I can't get you down to the
gropnd ~afely, then I'm ready to perish here with you."
"You_:__you--"

"I love you, Della," finished the_boy promptly. "There,
now you know it. If it had not been for this certainty of
death right before us you never would have heard this."
A strange little cry broke through the girl's lips.
· Ted did not understand until one of her hands sought
his and rested on it.
He turned to look at her in amazement.
CHAPTER X.
"Della!" he gasped, "do you mean that-that-you--''
TED DECLARES HIMSELF AMID THE FLAMES.
"I never knew it until this mpment," she nodded, tears
Ted Benson himself felt the hopelessness of it all as he
that were not of terror shiniµg in her eyes.
neared the second line of flames.
Foolish ·as it may have been, trembling Ted Benson
Yet it was all over in a second, and h~ passed through,
straightened up, drew back from the window, and drew the
the :fire beating against stout rubber.
girl after him, both his arms around her now.
One of his feet got slightly scorched by one short jet of
"Della," he quivered, "since we can't get out of here
flam e, but it did not cripple him.
alive, it-it .can do no harm."
And now he ·was at the top of the ladder.
She understood him, nor, in that awful moment, did she
It did not reach to the sill, yet it carried the young lifeeven
pretend that she did not.
saver's hands to the sill.
Her
lips met his, frankly and freely; her arms pressed
"Stand back!" he cried, and tossed the rubber blankets
him.
·
up and in.
Thus they stood, forgetful of all for the moment.
Then drawing himself up by sheer strength, he stood
But then, with a hoarse cry of despair, Ted Benson
in the room, face to face with the girl.
darted back to the ' window1 once more drawing the girl
'T he room was a studio, with a skylight overhead.
with
him.
It was a room in which the girl often painted, and was
Down
into the flames and the smoke he peered, his eyes
her den in general.
smarting.
"You have taken a terrible risk!" she shuddered.
"Jack!" he shouted frenziedly.
"Risk is the firemen's lot," replied Ted, as he gripped
"Hullo!" came Preston's voice through the trumpet.
one of her hands lightly, then turned swiftly back to the
"Send for Tip and the .hose. Try to pla.y around the
window.
laqder."
"Come here to the window with me, and keep here,"
"I've just sen•t for him!" bellowed back Jack. "Here
he commanded.
comes the hose now!"
There was no time for explaining.
There was a hoarse, stifled cheer from the crowd as four
All around them the fumes were beginning to be stifling.
Even if Tip an•d his nozzlemen were making any prog- of the young :fire-fighters appeared, dragging the lengths of
I
ress in the hall below against the actual flames, their stream hose a.round the corner of the building.
For a crowd, at such an awful moment, will grasp at any
of water was at the same time adding to the fumes.
As Ted looked down and ·saw the flames bur!'ting out hope.
below, thicker and heavier than ever, he could not repress
"Any orders?" came up Jack's strident voice through
the anguished groan:
the trumpet.
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"Yes; play all over the flames, and' let me see how it
goes."
Tip himself was number one at the nozzle as the stream
came swishing and swirling against the black and red mass
of death below the window.
Yet to the anguished ones looking on it looked plainly
like a drawn battle between fire and its destroyer.
Teel watched in anguish for a few seconds.
Then again he shouted, while the crowd below stood
hushed, that his voice might carry better.
"Jack!"
"On deck here!"
"Have the hose play against me, -strong and heavy, as
soon as you see me on the ladder!"
"Aye, aye, chief!"
"And· p1ay the stream on me and on Miss Foster 'all the
·
.
way down the ladder!"
"Aye, aye, chief-and· Goel be with you!"
Ted ' himself . was wordlessly uttering a prayer as he
turned to the girl.
She was calm now, ready to die if that came to be her lot.
.F or just one instant Ted drew her head back so that
those below could not see.
He kissed 'her again, then began to wrap one of the rubber blankets around the upper part of her body.
"Hold this tightly around you when we get on the ladder," he begged.
"Yes-dear !"
"And I shall wrap the other a.round you as you come into
my arms. Remember to keep your mouth shut, and don't
even breathe through your nose if you can help it."
"I understand, Ted.'""
"Now, be readJ, sweetheart!"
Ted's own face looked brave as he stepped through the
window.
The truth WM, he believed there was not one chance in
ten for them. ·
He was out upon the ladder now.
Della crouched on the window-sill.
"Come!" he called.
Cautiously, as if she understood, even in that awful moment, the penalty of a false step, she lowered herself.
Then she felt her hero's strong arms around her body.
He drew her clown, wrapping the lower part of her body
in the other rubber blanket.
Swirl ! came the stream again st them.
"There's one chance in a thousand now," whispered Ted
in her ear as she lay on one of his arms, while his other
hand grasped the rung Otf the ladder. "If we don't get
through--good-bye, Della!"
"Good-bye, dear!" '
Then he started downward.
Below, the crowd caught its breath as it saw the two
young people pass through the first line of fire.
Then what a cheer went up !
For Ted was safely through. the second line of £.re-safely, as far as those below could see.
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Yet, as he went through, the young fire chief realized
that the ladder itself was steaming hotly.
Now, inueed, the cheering became almost frantic.
For Ted, taking his time, was slowly coming down the
rest of the ladder, with Della nestling on his arm, both her
.
arms arou~cl his neck, her face close ·against his.
And so they reached .the truck's platform, where a half·
dozen young firemen leaped to their assistance.
"Mr. Foster!" cried Ted Bensd'n.
"Aye, lad!" came the old man's hoarse, joyful shout, as
Della stood forth from the blankets, one of her hands holding to Ted's.
"Here's your daughter, saf.e, sir."
"And all I've got can never repay you!" sobbed the old
man, joyously, as some one helped Della down to 1.he
ground, and her father and mother clasped the girl in their
arms.
Then they turned to Benson.
But Ted was not there. The lif~-saver had become 1.he
fireman again, and there was a costly building to be saved.
"How's tli.e blaze inside ?" our heco demanded, rushing
over to Tip.
"We were ,getting it fairly well under when Jack sent
·
for us."
"Then keep on playing here, on the outside. I'll go ·
inside."
Jack, in the meantime, was superintending the work of
getting the ladder down.
It came clown just in time to save it from catching and
being destroyed.
"Friends," shouted Ted, turning to the crowd, "help our
fellows to form the bucket line upstairs. Come on-all
.
who'll help!"
fire chief.
young
the
follow
to
There was a rush
the flames under
got
work
Twenty minutes of desperate
inside. It took the bucket brigacie, backed by axe, pole and
pike, and all under the stmcly direction of Ted Benson.
But at last the fire was out ; the damage to this costly
mansion a.mounted to hardly a thousand dollars.
Going outside, Ted stepped over to Mr. Foster, who, turning, gripped at bolh hi s hands eagerly.
"I believe I can assure you, sir, that the fire is out, and
that yol:lr home is saved, although damaged," announced
,
the young fire chief.
" What do you suppose I care·about the home?" quivered
the old man. "My family are saved-that's lhe only news
that counts."
"That blaze was set by a firebug," Ted went on. "But
how could it have happened?"
"We were ~itting out on the porch, and the servants
were all out at the side of the house," broke·in Mrs. Foster,
tremulously. "A firebug could have crept in through one
of the entrances. It was easy enough for h-im to get U.Pstairs and <lo hi s fiendish "'ork. And not fifteen minutes
before the fire was discovered, Della tells me, she went up
to her st udio on the top floor to look over some. things shQ
had there."
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"Then the firebug must have ~en .watching. He saw
her go inside, and formed his purpose in a jiffy," breathed
Ted.
But he spoke to himself, and this other thought was
i;unning through his mind :
"For some reason th,at I can't make out, the ~etch who
tried to shoot me down was the same who set that fire. I
can't understand it at all, but it is all connected with the
mystery surrounding that-stolen will.''
Della, seeing th~1.f Ted had left her parents, walked
quickly to him, touching him on the arm.
•red turned,- a look of torment in his eyes.
':Did you,.-did ·you tell my parents what you said to me
- up in the studio?" she inquired tremulously, her eyes
glistening as she looked at him.
"Why-why-·no, Della," Ted responded ·with an effort.
"You have my permission to tell them as soon_ as you
wish, Ted," replied the girl, in her simple, straight.forward
way.
"Why, why, Della-you don't think-you don't imagine
· I'm going to take adva_ntage of what was said ~hen-wh en
we both thought we were in death's grasp?" choked the
1
young :fire chief.
"Were yop-were you deceiving me, then?" gasped
Della, drawing quickly back, her face flushing with shame.
"Deceiving you--"
Clang!
It was the fire-alarm, sounding another call for the
village.
Ted Benson had to jump at the call of duty.
Yet, first of all, he turned to say a brie5 word to this girl
who had meant more than life to him.
"Deceiving you?" he repeated. Della- - "
But the girl had vanished.
Running to the nearest clump of shrubbery, she stood
behind it, panting, one hand clutching over her heart.

young .fire-fighters were beginning to feel the wear and
tear of the night:
Then 'fed was whirled into town.
On Main Street a little crowd had already gathered Lefore a building in which fire had been discovered.
"The flames are coming out of a back window on the
second floor, chief," reported one of the citizens to Ted.
· "Flames ?" echoed our hero.
"Well, smoke, I mean." _
"What room is it? .Ai:td why has no one gone in?"
The citizen told him where the room was, adding:
"And no one went in because the door is locked tight."
"We'll soon attend to the door! Follow me!'' commanded yonng Benson.
With a dozen citizens at his heels, he raced up the long
flight of stairs.
There was little trouble in locating the room, for already
smoke was pouring out around the sides of the door.
Calling to two of the more powerful-looking men in the
crowd, Benson asked them to hurl themselves, with him,
against the door.
, The third assault broke the door down.
The wall, a wooden mantel and part of · the floor were
burning.
It was tOQ.. much of a blaze to fight without water and
tools, so Ted sprang back to the door.
"We'll get that out in a jiffy when Drench One gets
here," uttered Ted, in the hallway.
There he stood, with the citizens who had followed him,
until the jangling of good old Drench One's bell was heard.
"Run down and tell 'l'ip Marston that we need the water
and some axes up here," ·begged Te~, turning to one of the
•
men.
Soon Tip was on the spot.
Sta.n ding in the doorway, he heavily dr~nched the burning spots.
" ow come on, axemen," ordered Ted.
He pointed to the wooden wall, charred and still smokCH.APTER XI.
ing. '
"Rip things away there!" he ordered. "There may be
A MADMAN ON THEIR HANDS.
some fire behind those boards. One, two, three--£mash !"
"Stop!" screamed an ~gonized voice from the doorway.
Clang! ·
An old man, his long hair flying wildly, his eyes glaring,
Duty's calls were coming fast to-night.
stood framed in the doorway. •
.A :fireman's first duty is .to fight fire.
"Take those a..\'.es away with you!" he shouted franEven with Della's cruel words ringing in his ears, Ted
tically. "I forbid you to chop here. Away-all of you,
Benson had _to think first of all of his work.
He turned, darting over to the apparatus, and giving or- or you shall know the meaning of my wrath!"
"Go on chopping," said Teel, calmly. "Keep it up until
ders that resulted in the quick getting ready of the apvou find that there's no spark behind the walls."
paratus.
"Forty-two !" breathed Ted, as the first round of the • "Stop !" shrieked the oid man, rushing to Bert .Allen, the
nearest of the axemen, anc1 pushing that youth back.
alarm came in.
"He's the queer old codger who lives in this ro.o m,'' ex"Main Street," clicke.cl Dr. Tisdale. ~'That's near my
.
one of the citizens.
plained
the
to
you
drive
I'll
home. So jump into the buggy
out of the way,''
gentleman
old
excited
this
lead
"Jack,
new. :fire. Whew! but they're coming fast to-night."
Ted sprang into the buggy, but asked the doctor to wait commanded 'Ted .
But the old man nimbly qpdged away from Preston, then
until the apparatus had started.
That happened in good record time, though Freehold's hurled himself against the wall.
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He stood there, that old man, glaring at the axemen, who was not born to die a poor man ! I shall beat you all yet,
stood >ready to demolish as much of the wall as might be and you, Benson, shall yet die for your interference."
necessary.
Tl~e old mai1 made a desperat~ effort to break away from
Ted Benson realized the fact that he ha.d a madman on those who were holding him.
his hands.
But Jack and Sam held on stiffly.
"What's this I feel in bis clothes?" demanded Jack,
CHAPTER XII.
suddenly, and made a dive.
In a twinkling he had fl ashed up an automatic gun, little
CONCLUSION .
longer than a belt revolver, yet having a magazine of ·ca.r"Jack," ordered the young chief, . " you and Sam Howe t ridges and allihe penetrative power of a bigger rifle.
get hold of the old ch ap and take him out of the r oom. Be
"That's the ~eapon the shoqting was done with!" vented
.careful that you don't hurt him."
.T ip, then breathed a sigh of great relief at realizing th'at
"Don't you dare touch m.e !" shrieked the wild-eyed ma.n, now, with this maniac safely locked up, all dangel", to his
as Preston and Howe approached him.
chum would be past.
"You'll have to step outsid e for a few minutes, uncle,"
" This is some one you want, I giiess, chief," said Ted,
replied J ack,.and laid a strong ha.nd on the madman.
as Mr. Brown, head of the Freehold police department.,
"I won't, I tell you!" came the screaming answer.
came up the stairs.
''Oh, suppose we go outside and talk it over?" urged
It was quickly explained to the pOtlice official just why
Jack.
·
he should be interested in this queer old man.
As soon as he was down on the sidewalk, Ted seht one
Sam had caught hold of the madman at the other side.
Easily, for the excited old' man was light of weight, they of his fellows on the run for Lawyer Southcomb, who soon'
lifted him and bore him, despite his struggling, kicking arrived, oiut of breath.
and clawing, out into the hallway.
"Come in here, Benson," urged the lawyer; leading the
"Rip away that wall now," Ted directed.
way to a. drug store. "I see this envelope has been opened
Under the sharp, pinging blows of the axes the wall by that maniac, so we may as well look at the contents."
boards came away in a jiffy.
As the lawyer drew out the will and looked it over, a
"Why, what's this?" cried Tip, darting forward and queer smile came into his face.
snatching up a long envelope that was revealed in its hid"That poor maniac really is, I believe, a relative 0£ tho
late :Mr. Eastman," explained the lawyer. "I didn't know
ing-place behind the partition.
H e examined it by the light of his fireman's lantern.
it, though, until I talked with Chief of Police Brown just
"What's this?" gasped Tip.
.now. It seems that the maniac has been talking a.bout him~
Then, in a. tornado of excitement, he blew out :
self. He's a crazy fellow whom Mr. Eastman paid to have
"Ted! T ed! This envelope is labeled 'Last Will and taken care of for life. But this poor old man, Merrill,
Testament of George P. E astman' !"
escaped from the asylum a. few days ago. He ca.me right
"What's that?" choked our 4ero, leaping forward and here, convinced that . he wonld have a. chance to get hold
snatching at the envelope as a wail came from the captive 'of a will that would leave him a. rich1 man. Just before
madman outside.
he escaped, Merrill stole a lot of money from the desk of
"You found it! You fou;cl it again! I feared you the superintend ent of the asylum. Yet this same Merrill
would!" shrieked the maniac. "But it shall bring you was crafty enough to dress himself in the poorest of clothes,
nothing but ill luck and despair-as i t has already come so as not to attract a.ttenticm to himself. And so he watched
near to co~ting you your life !" .
his chmJce and stole the will as it left my office in y,our
"Oho!" qu~·ered Ted. " So you are the gentleman who pocket. P oor Merrill! Little good this will would do
shot at me, who tried to burn me up in a ba.rn, and who set. him !"
the fire at Mr. Foster's to-night?"
" Why ?" asked Ted.
"What· of it ?" quavered the old rn a.nla.c. "Y.ou can't
"'Well, the first will left a million to Miss Della. Foster,
punish me! You can't stop me ! My deeds are ordered and another million to be divided among the distant rela. by heaven itself! And I am one of the relatives, one of tives of Mr. E astman. This second wiH, which was reputed
the defrauded heirs of George E astman. Yes, I stole the to leave out the million to Miss Foster~ leaves her two milwill from your pocket, thinking to save myself a. share of lions instead."
the fortune, but--"
Ted gasped. The room seemed to whirl around him.
Here the 'maniac checked him self swiftly, leering cun"And I came near engaging myself to that lucky girl!"
ningly.
he gasped. "We were engaged, in fact. I suppose we still
"How did you know it was th e will that I had in my a.re, but Della will find that I haven't the cheek to try to )
pocket?" demanded Ted.
hold her to anything 0£ the sort."
"I saw the lawyer make the mistake in picking up the
L~wyer Southcomb folded up the will and placed it care.
J\'rong envelope to hand to you. But you haye not beaten fully in his pocl~et .
me!" pried the old man shrilly. "I shall triumph yet. I
"So that now Miss Foster becomes heiress to a.bout two

,.
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million dollars," werri. on the man of the law. " No wonder
that poor lunatic, Merrill, hid this will behind the wall
after he had read it. R e saw that it wou]d be better to
stand under the first will than under this one."
"But Merrill, being a lunatic, couldn't inherit amd handle the money, anyway, could he ?" asked our hero.
"Did you ever see a -lunatic," questioned the lawyer,
smiling, " who realized that he was crazy? Merrill un·
. doubtedly believes that he's the sanest man in this State
to-day."
"And so, in his crazy way, he tried to destrqy me after
he had heard me declare that I ·would find a way to recover
the stolen will," murmured Ted, thoughtfully. "And it
was-must have been-from a front window in that same
lodging-house that he fired at me yesterday."
"Be comforted," smiled the lawyer. "He'll never fire
at .you again if the asylum people do their duty."
Ted heaved a great sigh.
"Of course, I'll have to get a horse and buggy and go
out to see the Fosters at once," rattled on the lawyer.
You'll come, too."
"No," answered Ted.
"You'd better think again," smiled the lawyer. "You've
been a hero out there to-night, and you'll be a hero again
when you show up with this wonderful will."
By the time that they reached the Benson hoone Southcomb had succeeded in _persuading our hero to go· along
with him to the Fosters.
·
Though it was rather late, the Fosters, on account of the
evening's excitement, were still up.
Della had risen rather hastily when she saw who the
callers were.
H er face was flushing, and she started to retreat hastily.
But Ted met her face to face, at a little distance from
the others.
"Won't you give me a moment?" he asked pleadingly. ·'
Dellr hesitated; then, without a · word, turned and
walked to the farther end of the porch.
There she halted, facing him.
·
· "Della," began the boy, "that was an awkward thing
that happened to-night."
"Very awkward," she admitted.stiffly.
"You accused me of deceiving you."
"At least, you betrayed me into admitting that I loved
you," rejoined the girl, her eyes on the flooring of the
porch.
·
"But, Della, I didn't imagine that we'd either of us geli
. 011t of that alive. So I didn' t see the.ha.rm, then, of telliJ?-g
you how I loved you."
" Loved me then?" she asked.
" Then and all the time, Della. But now you see how
hopeless it is. You ue a great heiress-I a boy without a
1
penny."
"Is money all 'there is in the world?" asked the. girl,
still looking down.
"What's this?" asked a third voice.
Mr. Foster had come upon them unseen.

He looked at both the young people keenly for a mo..
ment, Then that wise old gentleman began to understand
how matters lay. H e questioned them directly. Ted told
the whole story with manly directness.
"Benson, you're quite right," announced Mr. Foster.
"But do you remember that to-night I offered you a.DYJ
reward in my power for saving my daughter? That reward shall come in the shape of enough of the world's
goods to make you feel independent. Besides that, I shall
see you well started in a prosperous business. Now, are
you going to slight my daughter, after having won her
love?"
Ted could not answer at first. A great sob choked up
in his chest.
"Della," said her father, " don't blame Ted Benson.
Honor him, instead, for feeling the way that he did. He
loves you, and one of these days he shall be in a position
to claim you. The engagement has my full consent, and
I am sure that it will have your mother's. 'rhat's all, for
the present. Now, you two young people take a. stroll under
the trees while I talk with the lawyer."
Ted is, indeed, a prosperous man in these days, and he
has claimed and wedded Della Foster.
George Snyder s~w little to hold him in Freehold aftei:
that. He is abroad in the world, somewhere.
Tip Marston is a partner Qif Ted's in these days.
Jack Preston is mlUl.ager of a big mill that the partners
own, while Denny Burke has found his place as their mas·
ter machinist.
Several of the other fellows of• old Drench One, and
afterward of Niagara One, have found berths in Ted's
business.
Merrill is still sltfely confined ..
He will never cause any more trouble for young Mr. and
Mrs.· Ted Benson, who are about the happiest young couple
that can be found on this lively old earth.
THE EN.D.

Another great fireman story will come 'out next week.
"COLUMBIA' S PET; OR, A FIREMAN AT 17," will
be published complete in No.40 of " The Wide Awake Weekly," out next week ! It will well repay every lover of good
stories, of rousing adventure and manly characters to keep
his attention fastened on the splendid surprises that are
coming in this Weekly. Don't miss "Columbia's Pet" next
week!

SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
you order by retum m&il.
·
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384 Nazoma; or, Lost Among the HeQ.d-Hunters. B Y R leb ard R '
Montgomery.
385 From Newsboy to President ; or, Fighting for Fame and Fortune.
By H . K . Shackleford.
386 Jack Harold, The Cabin Boy; or, Ten Years on an Unlucky Ship.
·
By Capt. Tbos. H. Wilson.
387 Gold Guieb ; or, Pandy Eilis's Last Trall. By An Old Scout.
388 Dick Darlton, the Poor-House Boy ; or, The Struggles of a Friend,
•
less Waif. By H. K. Shackleford.
389 The Haunted Light-House ; or, The Black Band of the Coast.
By Howard Austin.
390 The Boss Boy Bootblack of New York ; or, Climbing the Ladder of
Fortune. By N. S. Wood (The Young Ameri can Actor) .
391 The Silver Tiger ; or, The Adventures of a Young American in
India. By Allan Arnold.
392 General Sherman' s Boy Spy ; or, The March to the Sea. By Gen'!.
Jas. A. Gordon.
393 Sam Strap, The Young Engineer; or, The Pluckiest Boy on the
Road. By Jas. C. Merritt.
394 Little Robert Emmet; or, The White Boys. of Tipperary. l!y
Allyn Draper .
395 Kit Carson's Kit ; or, The Young Army Scout. By An Old Scout.
396_ Beyond the Aurora ; or, 'l'be Search for the Magnet Mountain.
By Berton Bertrew.
397 Seven D;amond Skulls; or, The Secret City of Siam. By Allan
Arnold.
·
·393 Over the Line ; or, The Rieb and Poor Boys of Riverdale Schools.
By Allyn Draper.
399 The Twenty Silent Wolves; or, The Wild Riders of the Mountains. By Richard R. Montgomery.
400 A New York Working Boy; or, A Fight for a Fortune. By Howard Austin.
401 Jack the Juggler; or, A Boy's Search for His Sister. By H . K.
Shackleford.
402 Little Paul Jones; or, The Scourge of the British Coast. By
Capt. Thos. H . WU.an.
403 Mazeppa No. 2, the Boy Fire Company of Carlton; or, Plucky
Work on Ladder and Line. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
404 The Blue Mask or, Fighting Against the Czar. By Allan Arnold.
·405 Dick, the Apprentice Boy; or, Bound to be an Engineer. (A
Story of Rallroad Life.) By Jas. C. Merritt.
406 Kit Carson, Jr.L In the Wild Southwest; or, The Search for a
Lost ·Claim. tsy An Old Scout.
407 The Rivals of Round Top Academy; or, Missing from School.
By Allyn Draper.
408 Jack Mason's Million; or, A Boy Broker's Luck In Wall Street.
By H . K . Shackleford.
409 The Lost City of the Andes ; or, The Treasure of the Volcano.
(A Story of Adventures In a Strange Land.) By Richard R. Montgomery.
410 The Rapidan Rangers ; or, General Washington' s Boy Guard. (A
Story of the American Revolution.) By Gen'!. James A. Gor·
don.
411 "Old Put" ; or, The Fire Boys of Brandon. By Ex-Fire Chief Warden.
412 Dead Game; or, Davy Crockett' s Double. By An Old S cout.
418 Barnum's Young Sandow; or, The Stronirest Boy In the World.
By Berton Bertrew.
414 Halsey & Co. ; or, The Young Bankers and Speculators. By H . K.
Shackleford.
4lli Alow and Aloft ; or, The Dashing Boy Harpooner. By Capt.
Thoe. H . Wilson.
.

•

PRICE 5 CENTS.

416 The Meteor Express ; or, The Perilous Run of a Boy Engineer. By
Jas. C. Merritt.
.
•
417 Buttons; or, Climbing to the Top. (A Story of a Bootbl.ack's
Luck and Pluck. ) By Allyn Draper .
•
418 The Jron Grays; or, The Bby Riders of the Rapidan. By Gen'l.
Jas. A. Gordon.
419 Money and Mystery; or, Hal Hallerton's Tips m Wall Street.
By H . K . Shackleford.
420 The Boy Sultan ; or, Searching for a Lost Diamond Mine. By
Allan Arnold.
,
421 Edgewood No. 2; or, The Only Boy In the Fire Company. By
Ex-Fire-Chief Warden.
422 Lost on a Raft; or, Driven from Sea to Sea. By Captain Thos.
H. Wilson.
,
423 True as Steel; or, Ben Bright, the Boy•Engineer. By Jas. C.
Merritt.
·
424 Eld, the Errand Boy; or, Working His Way In the World. Ry
Howard Austin.
425 Pawnee Bill in Oklahoma; or, Fighting with the Wh >te Chier. By
An Old Scout.
426. P er cy Grevill e, the Scout of Valley Forge. By Gen'!. Jas. A. Gprdon. (A Story of the Ameri can Revolution.)
427 Bulls and Bears; or, A Bright Boy 's Fight With the Brokers of
Wall Street. By H. K . Shacklefo rd.
428 The Dead Shot Rangers ; or, The Boy Captain of the Home De. fenders. (A Story of the American Revolution.) By Gen'J. Jas.
A. Gordon.
429 Lost In the Grassy Sea; or, Three Years In the Sargasso. By
Capt. Thos H. Wilson.
430 Tom Porter 's Search ; or, The Treasure of the Mountains. By
Richard R. Montgomery.
·
431 Through Smoke and Flame; or, The Rival Firemen of Irvington.
By Ex-Frre-Chiet Warden.
432 Exile No. 707 ; or, The Boys of the Forgotten Mine. (A Story or
Russia and S iberia.) By Allan Arnold.
433 Steel 'Blade, The Bo:y Scout of F ort Ridgely; or, The War Trail
ot the Sioux. By An Old Scout.
434 From Engineer to President; or, Working His Way Up. By Jas.
C. Merritt.
435 Lucky Luke ; or, A Bright Boy's Career In Wall Street. By H. K.
Shackleford.
436 The Prince of the Prairie; or, The Boy Who Owned It All. By
An Old Scout.
·
487 Herman, the Boy Magician; or, On the Road With a Variety
Show. By Berton Bertrew.
•
438 Tom Barry of Barrington; or, The Hero of No. 4.. By Ex-FlreChicf Warden. '
439 'The Spy of Spuyten Duyvll; or, The Boy With a Charmed Life.
By Gen. Jas. A. Gordon.
440 Two Yankee Boys Among the Kaffirs ; or, 'rhe Search for King
. Solomon's Mines. By Allyn Draper.
441 The Arctic Crusoes; or,. Lost at the World's End. By Howard
Austin.
442 Rob Ralston's Run ; or, The Perilous Career of a Boy Engineer.
By Jas. C. Merritt.
443 Jack Dacre's Dollar, And How He Made It Grow. By H. K. ,
Shackleford.
444 The Boy Fire King; or, Barnum's Brightest Star. By Berton
Bertrew.
445 Fea rless Frank, The Brave Boy Fireman, And How He Won His
Fame. By Ex-Flre-Cplef Warden.
446 Under the Black Flag ; or, Th e Burled Treasure of the Seven
Isles. By Capt. Thos. H . Wilson.
447 The Rise of Elddle Dunn; or, The Boy With a Silver Tongue.
By Allan Arnold.
448 Little Lariat, The Boy Wild-Horse Hunter; or, • The Dashing
Rider of the Staked Plains. By An Old Scout.
449 The Boy Railroad King ; or, .Working His Way to the Top . . By
-Jae. C. Merr!tt.
·
450 Loyal to the Last ; or, Fighting for the Stars and Stripes. Dy
Gen"!. James A. Gordon.
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No. 72. HOW TO DO S I X T Y TRICKS W I TH CARD S.-EmMf!SMERISM.
No. 81. HOW Tb MESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap- bracing all of the. latest and JilOSt deceptive card tricks, with ilproved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of lustrations. By .A.. Anderson.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
\Jontaini~~ deceptive -Card Tricks as perfor111ed by leading conjurors
H ugo Koch, A. . 0. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and mag1c1ans. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALM IST.RY.

No. 82. HOW 'l'O DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most apMAGIC.
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
a full explan~tion of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the day, also the most popular magical illusions as performed liy
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
om: lea?ing magicians; every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
'
HYPNOTISM
a.sit will both amuse and instruct.
•
•
No .. 22. HO!\' '.l'O DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight
N o. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Con taining valuable and in- explamed by his former assistant, Fred
Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
st ructive information regarding the . science of hypnotism. Also the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
explaining the most approved methods whi ch are employed by the boy on the stage ; also giving• all the codes and signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, .A..C.S.
authen tic explanation of second sight.
' SPO RTING.
No. 43. HOW '.l'O BECOME A IM.A.GICIAN.-Containing the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT .A.ND FISH.-The moiit complete gran~est assort~eut of magical illusions ever placed before the
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- public. Also tricks with cards. incanta t ions, etc.
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TlUCKS.-Containing over
together with descriptions of gam.e imd fish.
one hundreq higbly amusing and instructive tricks. with chemicals.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD .A. BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
ill ustmted. Every boy should know 'how to row 8.nd sail a boat.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
Full il)structions are given in this little book, together with in- !lfty of the latest and b!lst tricks used by magicians. Also contain- ·
structions on swimming and riding, companion sports to booting.
mg the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
No. 47. HOW '.1'0 BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.. No .. 70. HOW '.J'O i\fA:KE MAGIC TOYS.-Containing full
A complete treatise ·on the horse. D"scribing the most usefu l horses directwns for makmg l\Iag1c 'l'oys and devices of many kinds. By
for business, the best ho1·ses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
diseases pecaliar to the horse.
No. 73 .. HOW. TO J?O TRICKS W I TH NUMBERS.- Showing
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD .A.ND SAIL C.A.NOES.-A handy many curious tric~s with figures and the magic of n umbers. By A.
book for boys, con taining full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
and the most popular manner of sailing tbem. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7_5. HO'Y TO ~ECOME · A CONJUROR. - Containing
By c. Stansfield H icks.
tricks w1tb Dommos, Dice, Cups anJ Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
thirty-six ill ustrations. By A. Anderson.
f ORTUN E TELLING.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK .A.RT.-Containing a com.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S OR.A.CULDM AND DREAM -BOOK.- plete descl'iption of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand
Containing t he great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many wonderful e.xperiments. By A. Anderson:
ing of a lmost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
ME
C
No. 23. HOW '.1'0 EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
CHA N I Al.
from the little child to the aged ma·n and woman. '!'his little book , No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.- E very boy
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky shoul~ ~now how inv~ntions originated. This book explains them
and unlucky Jays, aµd "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
all, givi ~g examples m electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
No. 28. IJOvV TO TELL FOR'l'UNES.- Everyone is desirous· of pneumatics, mechanics, etc. The most instructive book published.
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5?. HOW 'l'O BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Containing fu ll
mise ry, wea lth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little mstruct1oos how to proceed in order to become a locomotive enbook- · Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. T ell gineer; also directions for building a model locomotive; together
the fortune of your fri ends.
with a full description of everythinf nn engineer should! know.
No. 76. HOW TO 'l'ELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUS•.CAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
Containing rules for t elling fortunes by the aid of li nes of the hand, directions how l:o make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, lEolian Harp, Xylo• or the _secret of palmist ry. Also the secret of te lling future events ph.,ne and other musical inst ruments; together with a brief deby aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. scription of n early every musical instrument used in ancient or
modern t imes. Brofusely illustrated. By Algernon S. li'itzgerald,
ATHLETIC.
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATIILETE.-Giving full inNo. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LAN'l'ERN.-Containing
struction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containi ng over sixt.v illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. Ily Jobn Allen.
become strong and healthy by following the instructions contained
No. 7t. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containing
in this little boo k.
•
complete instru ctions for performing over sixty Mechanical T r icks.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The .art of self-defense made easy. By A. AnderS'On. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the dilferLETT E R WRITING.
ent positioRs of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to bo.x
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVEJ-LET'.l'ERS.-A mOflt com·
wi thout an instructor.
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
No. 25. HOW TO BECOi\JE A GYMNAST.-Containing full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
inst ruct!ons for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
No. 12._ lIOW _TO WRI~ LETTERS TO. LADIES.-~iving
E.lmbracmg thirty-five illustrat ions. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete mstr1;1ctions f~r wr1tmg letters to ladies on all subJects ;
A handy and useful book.
also letters of mtroduct1on. notes and requests.
No. 34. HOW •ro FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
No. . 2_4. HOW. TO. WRITE 1:il!lTTERS TO GENTLEMI!lN·-:fencing and the use of the broadsworJ; also instruction in archery. 1 Conta_m,mg full directions for. wr1tmg. to ge)ltlemen on all subJeCts;
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations giving the best also givin g sample letters for ms\ruct1on.
positions in fencing. A complete book.
'
'
No. 53. HOW TO W_RITEJ LETTERS.-A wonderful little
book, telling you how ,to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS W ITH CARD S .
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW T O DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
explanations of tbe general principles of sleight-of-band appli calile lad y in the land should have this book.
to card t ricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. "HOW TO WRI TE I,ETTERS CORRECTLY.-Con1leight-of-hand ; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions fo r writing letters on almost any subject;
llK!Cially prepared cards. B y Professor Haffner. Illustrated.
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters.

=-

THE STAGE.

No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S J OKE
B OOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No a mateur minstrels is complete without
t his wonderful little book.
No . . 4~. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEJAKER.Conta1~mg a varied asso,rto;ient of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Insh. Also end mens Jokes. J ust the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. '.rHE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKl!J B<?OK.-;-Somethin~ new a?d very instructive. Every
boy should obtam this book, as 1t contams fu ll instructions for organizing an amateur minstre l troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
T errence Muldoon, t he great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
t he day. l!Jvery boy who can enjoy a gocid substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.- eontaining comp lete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
s~age.; tog~ther with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter,
~cemc Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.- Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever :popular Uerl)lan comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of t he author.

.
.
:t
' No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing fo111"'
teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also ·containing gems from
a!l the popular ?-nthors of prose and poetr:, arranged in t he dl.olt
simple and conc1s] manner possible.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBA'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting it•
bates, outlmes for debate(', questions for discussion and the bed
sources for procuring info;:-mation on' the questions given.

•

S OCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'l'.-The ar~s and wiles of flirtation art
fully expl~il!ed by this little book. Besides the various methods of
ha.r.dkerch1ef,_ fan , glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con·
tarns a full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which 11
in.teresting to everybody, both old and young. Yo u cannot be happJ
without one.
No. 4. HOW 'l'O DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by l!~ rank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art .of dancing, et?quette in the ball-,room and at part iet,
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in a ll pop~ lar square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.- A complete guide t o Jove,
courtEhip and marriage, giving sensible advice, r ules and etiquette
to .be obser>e<l, with many curious and interesting t hings not gen·
erally known.
No. Ii. HOW '.rO DRESS.-Contaiuing fu ll instruction in the
art of ·dressing and appea1·ing well at home and abroad, giving the
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW '.rO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.- One of the
HOUSEKEEPI NG.
brightest and most valµable little b'ooks ever given to the world.
No. 16. H OW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
full instructions fo r constructing a window garden either in town female. '£he secret is simple, and almost costless. R ead t his boOk
or country, and the tnost approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND. A NI M ALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.- One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-.Handsomely illust rated and
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats containing full instructions for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, Caires afid all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely lllusNo. 37. HOW TO kEJEP HOUSE. -It contains information for trafed. By Ira Drofraw-:
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hint11
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels· and birds.
brackets, cements, .Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. H arrington
Keene.
E LECTR ICA L .
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND AN l llfALS.-A
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in· collecting, preparing, mountinf
scription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism · and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries:
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP \AND MANAGE PETS.- Giving com·
etc. By George Trebel, ·A . M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the n:i:ann~r and method of raising, keeping,
lustrations.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- ·instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
ta~ning fnll 1lirectiobs for making electrical machines, induction illustra tions, making it the most complete book of the kind ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
,
·
By R . A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELEdTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLA N EOUS.
large collection of instructive nnd highly amusing electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW 'l'O BECOME A SCIENTIST.-'A u s~ful and intogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also experiments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thl1
ENTERTAl N M ENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST·.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW '1'0 l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- ma~ing all kinds of candx, ice-creall;!.1,,Syrup~essences. etc~ etc.
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 84. ·HOW '£0 BlliCOME AN' AUT.t:1.0R.- Containing full
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and fri ends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
greatest book ~ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submilting manuscript. Also contain i.p.g
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatne&s, legibility and genera l com·
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
, .
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won•
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
money than any book pu blished.
No. 35. How· TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary di seases and ailments common to every
book, contniniug the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes fo r general com·
backgammon, croquet. clominoes, etc.
plaints.
No. 36. HOW TO SODVIll OONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and a rranging
. and witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY OARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BEJ A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
book, ~iving the rules and f"- ''rections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some va luable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, R~ ce, P edro Sancho, Draw Poker, aµd sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some advent ure•
Auction Pitch. All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PTJZZLES.-Containing over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.- Contain·
d red interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Tr.ansparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W . De W.
ETIQ UETT E.
Abney.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POI NT MI L IT ARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, P ost
a ll about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police R egulations, Fire Department, and a ll a boy should
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Senarens, a uthor
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the t heatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW '1'0 BECOME A NAVAL CADET.- Complete in·
in the drawing-room.
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DECL AMATION .
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, ' description
N o. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historieal sketch. and everything a boy
-Containing the most p()pular selections ·in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Co•
·dialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, toget¥r piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of " How to Become II
with ma,ny standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."

•

P R ICE 10 CENT S · E ACH, OR . 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher~ 24: Union Squ a1·e, New York.

Fame and Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

SELF-MAD E MAN

32 Pages of Reading Matter

Handsome Colored Covers

•
• ••

A new one issued every Friday

· Price 5 cents a copy

This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fame and fortune by their ability to take advantage of
passing opportunities. Some of these ·stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of our most succeBBful self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this series
contains a good moral tone which makes "Fame and Fortune Weekly " a magazine tor the home, although each number
ls replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the lllustrations are by expert artists. and
every effort is constantly being made to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about It.
ALREADY. PUBLISHED.

1 A Lucky Deal; or, The Cutest Boy In Wall Street.

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Beating the Brokers: or, The Boy Who "Couldn't be Done."
A Rolling Stonet; or, The Brightest Boy on Record.
Never Say Die ; or, The Young Surveyor of Happy Va.Hey.
Almost a Man; or, Winning Hie Way to the Top.
Boss of the Market; or, The Greatest Boy In Wall Street.
The Chance of His Life; or, The Young Pilot of Crystal Lake.
Striving for Fortune ; or, From Bell-Boy to Millionaire.
Out !or BuslneH ; or, The Smartest Boy In Town.
45 A Favorite of Fortune ; or, Striking It Rich In Wall st-t.
46 Through Thick and Thin; or, 'l'he Adventures of a Smart Boy.
47 Doing Hie Level Best; or, Working Hl1 Way Up.
48 Always on Deck; or, The Boy Who Made His Mark.
49 A Mint of Money; or, The Young Wall Street Broker.
50 The Ladder of Fame; or.t From Office Boy to Senator.
51 On the Square; or, The i:mccess of an Honest Boy.
52 After a Fortune; or, The Pluckiest Boy In the West.
53 Winning the Dollars; or, The Young Wonder ot Wall Street.
M Making His Mark : or, The Boy_ Who Became President.
55 Heir to a Mllllon; or, 'rhe Boy. Who Was Born Lucky.
56 Lost In the Andes; or, 'The Treasure of the Burled City.
57 On His Mettle; or, A Plucky Boy In Wall Street.
58 A Lucky Chance ; or, Taking Fortune on the Wing.
59 The Road to Success; or, The Career of a Fortunate Boy.
60 Chasing Pointers; or, The Luckiest Boy In Wall Street.
61 Rising In the World; or, From Factory Boy to Manager.
62 From Dark. fo Dawn ; or, A Poor Boy's Chance.
63 Out for Himself ; or, Paving His Way to Fortune.
64 Diamond Cut Diamond; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
6 5 A Sta.rt In Life; or, A Bright Boy's Ambition.
6 6 Out for" Million; or, The Young Midas of Wa.11 Street.
67 Every Inch a Boy; or, Doing His Level Beet.
6 8 Money to Hurn: or, The Shrewdest Boy in Wall Street.

:I Born to Good Luck ; or, The Boy Who Succeeded.
S A Corner In Corn ; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick.
• A Game ot Chance; or, The Boy Who Won Out.
r; Hard to Beat; or, The Cleverest Boy in Wall Street.
8 Building a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors ot Lakeview.
7 Winning His Way; or, The Youngest Editor in Green River.
8 The Wheel of Fortune; or, The Record ot a Seif-M:i.de Boy.
9 Nip and Tuck; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street.
10 A Copper Harvest ; or, The Boys Who Worked a Deserted Mine.
11 A Lucky Penny ; or, The Fortunes of a Boston .Boy.
12 A Diamond In the Rough; or A Brave Boy's Start In Life.
18 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest Boy In Wall Street.
H A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not be Downed.
15 A Streak ot Luck ; or, The Boy Who Feathered His Nest.
16 A Good Thing; or, 'l.'he Boy Who Made · a Fortune.
17 King of the Market; or, The Young Trader In Wall Street.
18 Pure Grit; or, One Boy In a Thousand.
19 A Rise In Life ; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of Money; or, A Bright Boy In Wall Street.
21 4ll to the Good ; or, From Call Boy to Manager.
22 How He Got There; or, The Pluckiest; Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win ; or, The Boy Who Go"t Rich.
24 Pushing It Through ; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator; or, The Young Sphinx ot Wall Street.
26 'l'he Way to Success; or, The Boy Who Got Th~re.
27 Struck Oil ; or. '£he Boy Who Made a Million.
28 A Golden Risk; or, The Young Miners ot Della Cruz.
29 A Sure Winner; or, The Boy Who Went Out With a Circus.
SO Golden Fleece; or, The Boy Brokers of Wall Street.
81 A Mad Cap Scheme ; or, The Boy Treasure Hunters of Cocos Island .
32 Adrift on the World; or, Working His Way_ to Fortune.
· 33 Playing to Win ; or, The "Foxiest Boy Jn Wall Street.
84 Tatters: or, A Boy from the Slums.
35 A Young Monte Cristo; or, The Richest BOJ' In the World.
116 Won by Pluck; or, The Boys Who Ran a Railroad.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipl of price, 5 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

PB.A.NB: -,ousEY, Publisher,

24 Union Sq11a.re, lfew York.

'IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUJIBEBS
of our l!braries, and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
In the folJGwing Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them to 7ou by return mail.
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New ;¥ork.
. ........•..•....... ..... . ·.190
, DEAR Srn- Enclosed find. . . . . . cents for wbith .please send me :
.... copies of FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos ................... ..••.•••.•.•-.-..-.-••. .••••••••••
" " WIDE AWAKE . WEEKLY', Nos .................. .................. ...............• •O• .,
AND WIN, Nos .................. .................. ...... ~ .. ,. ,.-. ...........••••
" "" WORK
WILD WEST WEEKLY, NOS .................. .................. ..........• , .........•••
"
I
" " PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos................... .................•• •.........••••••• ••••• •••
" ' " SECRET SERVICE, NOS .................. ................... ..............••... •..•••••••
" " THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ............. .. .................. .........•.......• ••••
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos .......... .' .................. .................. ••.....•...• , ••
Name .................. ...... .. Street and No. . . . . . ............. Town .......... State . ............. .

)~

WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY
A. COMPLETE S'l_
' ORY EVERY \VEEK

Price 5 Cents

Price 5 Cents

BY THE BEST AUTHORS

IW': HANDSOME ILLUSTRATED COVERS

32-PAGES OF READING MATTER

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY -.i \

~

Interesting Stories of Adventur . in All Parts of the World
aF.TAKE NOTICE! -.a.I
This handsom e weekly ·contains intensely
interesting stories of adventure on a great
variety of subjects. Each number is _replete with rousing situations and lively
incidents. The heroes are bright, manly
fe llows, who overcome all obstacles by
s)leer force of brains and grit and win
well-merited success. We have secured a

II

staff of new authors, who write t hese
stories in a manner which will be a source
of pleasure and profit to the reader. E ach
number has a handsome colored illustration made by the !IlOSt expert artists.
Large sums of money are being spent to
make this one of the best weeklies ever
published.

ALREADY PUBLISHEn:
1 Smashing the Auto Record; or, Bart Wi lson _at the Speed Lever.
By ll:dward N .. Fox.
2 Oll' the Ticker; or, l•'ate at a Moment's Notice. By Tom Daw:son.
3 From Cadet to Captain; or, Dick Danford's West Point Nerve. lly
Lieut. J. J . Barry_
4 The Get-There Boys; or, Making Things Hum in Honduras. By
l?red Warburton. ,
5 Written in Cipher; or, '!' he Skein Jack Barry Unravelled. By Pro!.
Oliver Owens.
6 The No-Good Boys; or, Downing a 'l'ough Name. By A. Howard
De Witt.
7 Kicked oll' the Earth; or, Ted Trim's Hard Luck Cure. By Rob
· Roy.
8 Doing it Quick; or, Ike Brown's Hustle at Panama. By Captain
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
9 In the 'Frisco Earthquake; or, Bob Brag's Day of Terror. By
Prof. Oliver Owens.
10 We, Us & Co. ; or, Seeing Life with a Vaudeville Show. By Edward N _ Fox.
11 Cut Out for an Officer; or, Corporal Ted in tb.2 Philippines. By
Lieut. J . J. Barry_
1 2 A Fool for Luck; or, The Boy Who Turned Boss. By Fred Warburton.
1 3 The Great Gaul "Beat"; or, Phil Winston's start in Reporting_
By A. Howard De Witt.
1 4 Out for Gold; or, The Boy Who Knew the Difference.- By Tom
Dawson.
1 5 The r~fJ'g.Who Balked; or, Bob Brisbane's Big Kick. By Frank

20 On the Lobster Shift ; or, The Herald's Star Reporter . By A.
Howard De Witt.
21 Under the Vendetta's Steel; or, A Yankee Boy in Corsica. By 1'
Lieut. J . J. Barry.
:
22 Too Green to Burn; or. The Luck of Being a Boy. By Rob Roy . .
23 In Fw~:-~u~~:.dise; or, The Boy Who Had Things Easy. By Fred '.l
24 One Boy in a Million; or, '!'he Trick That Paid. By Edward -N. ~
Fot.
25 In Spite of Himself; or, Serving the Russian Police. By Prot
Oliver Owens.
2G Kicked _into Luck; or, The Way Nate Got There. By Rob Roy.
~7 The f'rmce of Opals; or, '£he i\Ian-Trap of Death· Valley.
By A.
Howard De Witt.
28 Liv~_gFl~l1._His Hat; or, The Wide World His Home. By Edward

29 All for President Diaz; or, A Hot Time In Mexico. By Lieut. J. J .
Barr y .
30 The Flasiest Ever; or. How Tom Filled a Money Barrel. By Capt.
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
31 In the Sultan's Eye; or, Beating the Porte's Game. By Tom
Dawson.
32 The Crater of Gold; or, Di ck Hope's Find in the Philippines. By
Fred Warburton _
_
33 At the Top of the Heap; or, Daring to Call His Soul His Own. By Rob
Roy.
3! A Lemon for His; or. Nat's Corner in Gold Bricks. By .E dward N. Fox
35 By t he Milrndo's Order; or, Ted 'l'errill's "Win Out" in Japan. By Lieut:
36 His ~a~ 1 !3!1:i'bennis;or, The L uck of a Green Irish Boy By A. H oward
De Witt.
.
16 Slicker than Silk ; or. The Smoothest R oy Alive. By Rob Roy.
3 7 VolnntP.er Fred; or, From Fireman to Chief. By Robert Lennox
17 The Keg of Diamonds; or, After the Treasur.e of the Caliphs. By 38 Neptune No. 1: or, '!'he Volunteer Fire Boys of B!ackton. By. Robert
Tom Dawson.
Lennox.
1 8 Sang~':~ Junior ; or, The Boy Who Looked Puny. By Prof. Oliver 3 9 Hook, Ladder aRd Pike; or, The Life Savers of Freehold. By Robert

1

19 Won

~

5

Blull'; or, Jack Mason's Marble Face.

By Frank Irving.

4o

Col~~'bi'~·~·Pet; or, A Fireman a t 17.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt

PRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

By Robert Lennox.

-

of "Price, 5 cent s p er copy, in money or post age stamps, by

2~ Union Square, New York.
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" WORK AND WIN, Nos .. ... . .... ... . .. ... . . .. . .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . ... .. . . .. . . . .•••
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